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Tuesday 8/3/71

8:25 p.m. Dr. Mansur called. Read him the telegram. Only comment:
Would be better sent to Mansur, Rein, and Shaffer from Flanigan.

If this troubles Mr. Whitehead, would be helpful if Mr. Whitehead

signed it -- up to him.

8:30 Told Mr. Whitehead. Asked to talk with Jon Rose. White House
operator will connect the call. Jon was out but will call the switchboard.

9:00 Mr. Whitehead called. Has not heard from Jon. Forget the call.

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 13526, Sec. 3.7'1

, NARA, Date n



Tuesday 8/3/71

7:10 Mr. Doyle said he has no objection to the telegram to Dr. Mansur.



.. OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON

August 4, 1971

To: Marge

From: Judy

This cable went out last night to

Dr. George Mansur at the

aerosat conference in Madrid.

Mr. Whitehead wanted Mr. Flanigan

to have a copy. In case Tom did

not give Jon a copy of it at his

meeting this morning, have attached

an extra for him.



CONFIDENTIAL 

August 3, 1971

TELEGRAM FOR DR. MANSUR

It is most unfortunate that negotiations have gotten this far with such
unsatisfactory understanding within the U.S. Delegation as to objectives

and negotiating limits.

It must be understood thoroughly that departure from ICB or U.S. lease

from private sector is contrary to policy at the highest level. It must
also be understood that while a joint program is encouraged, any joint
program must not be tied to joint ownership or joint management of
satellite procurement and operation. It must also be realized that
opportunity for U.S. industry to offer these services on commercial

basis in a timely way takes priority if need be over achievement of a
formal joint program agreement with Europeans. It is also important
that the opportunity -- repeat opportunity -- for U.S. industry to offer

other mobile services at their own risk not -- repeat not -- be
negotiated away at this point in time. (However, this objective should

fall naturally from any arrangement compatible with proceeding
objectives.) Finally, timeliness is important due to reasons going
beyond the scope of this negotiation.

It is my understanding that these objectives are not incompatible with
FAA objectives. It is my understanding that while these objectives
may be incompatible with State Department objectives, they are not
unacceptable to the State Department. It is my understanding that these
objectives have received due and thorough attention within the
Executive Office and the White House and that the implications and
consequences are well understood.

Should the negotiations now under way conclude with tentative agreements
incompatible with these objectives, it should be understood that the
agreement is incompatible with the policy, intention, and desires of
the Executive Office and in all probability is not acceptable even as
fait accompli.

If the U.S. Delegation cannot find agreement compatible with these
objectives, suggest return home without agreement as least embarrassing
and disruptive course of action.

Please convey this to the Chairman of the relegation. If any serious
question arises, suggest cable or call to Whitehead or Flanigan.

/s/ Clay T. Whitehead
ANL

•



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

VIX.SH:NGTON. D.C. nstx

June 7, 1973

DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

Subject: Status of International Telecommunication Issues

1. Aerosat 

a. Secretary Brinegar has instructed ranking Department
of Transportation officials and the Administrator of PAA to
initiate high level discussions with U.S. airline presidents
in an effort to overcome the airlines' opposition to Aerosat--
the developmental program aimed at improving oceanic air traffic
control by using satellite communications. Discussions will
also be held with appropriate Congressional committees whose
support is necessary prior to FAA signing a memorandum covering
the proposed joint program with European aeronautical authorities

acting through the European Space Research Organization (ESRO).
Secretary Brinegar will request White House assistance if the
approaches to the airline presidents and to the Congress do

not succeed in unblocking the program.

b. FAA Administrator Butterfield has told ESRO officials

that the Nixon Administration strongly supports the Aerosat

program as modified and is seeking to clear away domestic

hurdles in order to be able to sign the FAA-ESRO Agreement

spelling out the development of satellite communications in

the Atlantic in anticipation of an operational aeronautical

system required by the 1980's.

c. Meanwhile, ESRO is negotiating with U.S. communications

companies and will shortly choose either C=SAT or RCA-Globcom

as the U.S. co-owner of the satellite system which will provide

the communications service required for the FAA-ESRO oceanic

air traffic control program.

2. "Gapsat" - Conditions laid down by the FCC have been

accepted by COMSAT which will now become part of a consortium

of communication entities owning and operating a 2-ocean satel-

lite system providing the U.S. Navy with satellite military

communications for a limited period of time. Capacity of the
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system not needed by the Navy will be leased to merchant ships.

WUI, ITT, and RCA-Globcom are expected to join the consortium.

COMSAT will have majority control (about 80%), thus ensuring

that it will be .the manager-operator of the system. COMSAT

has contracted with Hughes to build the three satellites for

the system which is scheduled to be operational within 18

months.

3. Maritime Satellite - U.S. representatives have broken the

solid front of foreign representatives to the International

Maritime Consultative Organization who were determined to

create a new international organization which would own and

operate a maritime satellite system. At the next IMCO experts

meeting this fall, we plan to introduce several alternative

ways for the shipowners to get the satellite communications

they need without creating a new governmental organization.

The opposition, led by the USSR, will continue to try to

force us into an arrangement which would have the effect of

taking satellite maritime communications out of the private

sector.

4. Pacific Basin Submarine Cable - FCC is poised to authorize

construction of a new Pacific Basin submarine cable (California-

Hawaii-Guam-Okinawa). Our effort to get a U.S. Government

decision on long-term communications facility planning in

the Pacific Basin has encountered FCC's desire to clear the

docket by deciding now on a specific cable which the carriers

want, especially AT&T. The case illustrates how ad hoc

decisions, pushed by domestic and foreign communications

entities, get in the way of long range planning efforts

aimed at benefiting the rate payer.

5. International Communications Industry Structure - We are

studying the reactions of Executive Branch departments to the

draft legislative proposals covering the structure of the

international communications industry which we put forward

recently. Upon completion of our study, we will consult with

the FCC. We are several months away from a decision on what,

if any, legislative proposals we would recommend be sent to

the Congress. Senator Pastore has not been pushing us since

we gave him our international communications policy statement

early this year.

6. Direct Broadcast Satellites - The Soviet draft convention

to control direct satellite broadcasting will be debated next

week in New York when the UN Working Group reconvenes. Canada

and Sweden have submitted a watered down draft which is still

unacceptable to the U.S. An up-hill battle is being fought by

the U.S. in an attempt to prevent a UN imposed regime of world-

wide TV censorship. The State Department reports that



Secretary Brezhnev is expected to raise the subject with

the President later this month.

7. International Telecommunication Union - U.S. policy

positions to be taken during the ITU Plenipotentiary

Conference this September are nearing completion. The U.S.

Delegation comprising representatives from State, OTP, FCC,

and U.S. industry will be in place by August to complete

policy preparations. The Conference is not expected to

make major changes in the structure or functions of the

Union. However, numerous political issues will be raised,

thus complicating the telecommunications work of the

Conference.

//47f

Clay T. Whitehead
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

DIRECTOR
May 18, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

I had anticipated that we would be able to get together before you leave

for Russia, but since we can't make that, I wanted to: cover four points

with you as you leave:

1. The Electronic Industries Association and the Commerce

Department indicate that they may jointly ask that I head a U. S. trade

mission to the USSR, Poland, and Czechoslovakia in mid-September

discussing the sale of U. S. electronic and communications equipment.

I thought you should have that information in case it comes up on your

current trip.

2. Hughes is awaiting guidance regarding the sale of a

U.S. -launched domestic communication satellite system for the PRC.

I assume Jon Rose, Al Haig, and I can handle that in your absence.

3. Painful as it is, I have been trying to find a negotiating

plan for Aerosat that will be acceptable to DOT. We have delayed

much too long in getting back to the Europeans, but until now I have
felt that the chances and the benefits.of getting DOT agreement were

worth the delay. I hope we can reach agreement with DOT next week.
However, if that is not possible, we will have to proceed much on the

course I laid out in my last memorandum to you and Henry Kissinger,

and I will deal with Jon and Al Haig at that time.

4. As you know, all work of the Cabinet committee on cable •

television has been suspended for three months to avoid even a minute
risk of unsettling the compromise agreement. Now that the rules are
firmly in effect and the copyright issue has been settled, we simply

have to proceed with the work of the committee. This will be rather
time-consuming and deliberate work, and will give us ample opportunity

to review the timing of the report vis-a-vis the election. I would like

to discuss the politics and timing of this with you when you return.

•
•

Clay T. T. Whitehead

r. CPC 04040v.,42 w/425-1
Wh't hea
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

CFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

• •

May 18, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

•

_

DIRECTOR

-t

ca.

I had anticipated that we would be able to get together before you leave

for Russia, but since we can't make that, I wanted to cover four points

with you as you leave:

I. The Electronic Industries Association and the Commerce

Department indicate that they may jointly ask that I head a U. S. trade

mission to the USSR, Poland, and Czechoslovakia in mid-September

discussing the sale of U. S. electronic and communications equipment.

I thought you should have that information in case it comes up on your

current trip.

2. Hughes is awaiting guidance regarding the sale of a

U.S. -launched domestic communication satellite system for the PRC.

I assume Jon Rose, Al Haig, and I can handle that in your absence.

• - 3. Painful as it is, I have been trying to find a negotiating

plan for Aerosat that will be acceptable to DOT. We have delayed

much too long in getting back to the Europeans, but until now I have

felt that the chances and the benefits.of getting DOT agreement were

worth the delay. I hope we can reach agreement with DOT next week.

However, if that is not possible, we will have to proceed much on the

course I laid out in my last memorandum to you and Henry Kissinger,

and I will deal with Jon and Al Haig at that time.

4. As you know, all work of the Cabinet committee on cable •

television has been suspended for three months to avoid even a minute
risk of unsettling the compromise agreement. Now that the rules are
firmly in effect and the copyright issue has been settled, we simply

have to proceed with the work of the committee. This will be rather
time-consuming and deliberate work, and will give us ample opportunity

to review the timing of the report vis-a-vib the election. I would like

to discuss the politics and timing of this with you when you return.

•
• '1:1;g3Calicio gba..11•11••••••Crwur

Clay T. Whitehead

,R cpc m4r4
11/



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

December 20, 1971

INFORMATION MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR

From: Bromley Smith

Subject: Status of Aerosat Paper

The Aerosat review paper is en route to General Haig

who understands that the next move is to discuss the

issue with Mr. Flanigan and you to see whether a

solution can be worked out short of the President.

The "package" now contains memos to the President

from Secretaries Rogers and Volpe which contain no

new or unrebutted material.

Secretary Roger's memo (as summarized by John Walsh)
recommends signing the MOU because:

1. European cooperation in this area is necessary.
2. ICAO problems require signature now.
3. Additional negotiations would be difficult

and a new start now would be unwise.

4. We should take what we have and go ahead.

Secretary Volpe's memo recommends signature of the
MOU because:

1. We need to start now on obtaining satellite

communications for an air traffic control
system.

2. FAA negotiated in good faith in accordance
with its guidance and we should support' their
efforts.
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- MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON ACTION

1 MEMORANDUM FOR: . THE PRESIDENT

• FROM: HENRY A. KISSINGER
• PETER M. FLANIGAN

. _

SUBJECT: Satellite for Aeronautical Telecomm.unicafions

(AEROSAT)

Following the promulgation of guidance by the Office of Telecommunications

Policy (OTP), State and the FAA have negotiated with the European Space

Research Organization a tentative agreement for a joint program to provide

a preoperational system to provide satellite communications with trans-

oceanic aircraft. [It is term d "preoational" because although the

• satellite is not experimental,- t v‘o/perational procedures are; an "opera-

. tional" system is one whose uu„.46Nircraft is mandatory.] FAA wants

funds and approval to initiate he prolgram and is strongly supported by

State. OTP holds that the agreement is not in accordance with policy

guidance, and should be rejected.

the

1 •. Under the proposed

arrangement Europe would pay half and be guatanteed about one-third the
3 work. OTP objects to the guarantee and wants- work to be bid competitively

(which the U.S. would surely win). It also wants the service to be provided

by private enterprise on a lease basis. This is proposed not only on general

grounds but in order to help get started a free-enterprise satellite communi-

cation service to mobile users,. which OTP envisions as an activity grossing

$1 billion this decade.

. As OTP sta.tes in their-- letter toyou (Tab E/Study, Tab F) the alternatives

are: Sign the agreement or reopen negotiations in a different forum.

Pt A/1)1-(w 1 At 140 ct (A) k
Sitgning_thc-a.greeme-nilLini-t-iat-e-a-n-ee-cle.d-pr-ogr.Am. , will further _

y 9.4--r-..-_, b j --. L ',I , trs-TAS in t €.-. rn a t i on a 1 cooperation in spare-and.N.vill provide

a-real ac_complishment in an area wherein accomp.lishments have been

fe<7"-asiw-e1-1-ers head off mounting European criticism of our apparent

indecisiveness in our cooperation. However, it features government

ownership of the preoperational system, might set a pattern which

would preclude private sector ownership of the operational system,

and includes guaranteed work sharing.



12-1 • 
2

5azi.ciaa cud!
. _ ,Renegotiation,---if-successful, would-eliminate g

uaranteed worl"---

• • I

sharing, would -lead to private sector ownership,
 andwould'. do /4

so through a system which would provide the impetus for a
maritime (and other mobile) communication service

s industry.

•

0)

Secretaries Rogers and Volpe urge that the agreeme
nt be signed (Tabs C

and D) the former taking a strong personal position 
ita-f-P-rnac,-o-f-fris----)__ -

pe-r--setta-1-G-r-e4libi,Lk41 noting-that- the agreement was negotiated in good faith

6:7=i1-17—iiie origin-al guidance, and the latter for these 
reasons as well as

the international relations impact of not signing an
d the great difficulties,

both domestic and international, of attempting to r
eopen ni!gotiations.

Rogers has repeated these views in subsequent corresp
ondence.)

00100.4. - ' • . _ ,-- . .

OTP believes that the agreement should be renegotia
ted. in. order to fully

achieve your policy objectives. In this they are supported by the

Assistant to the President for International Econo
mic Affairs.

, / •
thMr. Shultz believes that theagreement should be rejec

ted, for essentially

the same reasons as OTP, Zs well as a desire to de
fer the need for funds

to FY75 (Tab B).

fWe are being approached regularly by Europea
n representatives who point

out the•importance with which this•program i
s regarded in Europe and the

adverse impact of rejecting the agreement (

It is clear that the resolution of this matter
 requires a balancing between

domestic and international considerations. 
We have carefully considered

this matter and conclude that, while the effect
s on domestic matters are

fairly clear, and serious, the effects on interna
tional relations are much

less obvious. The stream of communications from Europe may be_ . _

partially motivated by their eagerness to solidi
fy -an arrangement which

is particularly attractive to them. Thus, the con
sequences of rejecting

the present draft agreement, while significant, are 
not likely to be dire.

The principal real concern is that Europe, out of pi
que, may attempt to

frustrate us in the International Civil Aviation Org
anization (ICAO).

Having examined the matter, we recommend on balance 
that, despite the

strong views of Secretaries Rogers and Volpe, the Ae
ro sat negotiations be

reopened. -Moreover, to-provide assurance that these 
subsequent negotiations

lead to an agreement which accords with your policy 
objectives, we recommend

that the negotiations should be led by your Direc
tor of Telecommunications

policy.

If you accept these recommendations, we will so
 advise the Secretaries of

State and Transportation.

Reopen negotiations (Our recommendation)

FAA sign agreement (OMB must amend budget to fu
nd)

Other
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE

. WASHINGTON 
INFORMATION: .Mr. Israel,

MO CC: Gen. Lundquist.„-=D-1

1.7 DEC 1971 
Mr. Dardcn,

. Mr. Pulling, ?L-1

- Mr. Cat-3', IA-1

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 
12123/71

ubject: Aeronautical Satellite Pro
gram

- - The Department of State
 believes that the

proposed international, 
experimental aeronautical

satellite program would 
contribute significantly

to Our civil aviation and
 international relatio

ns

objectives. The joint and ecual U.S
.-European.

partnership, with added pa
rticipation by Australia,

• Canada and Japan, would 
be a concrete realization

of your announced objectiv
e to promote internation

al

cooperation in the explorati
on of the peaceful

uses of space. Working together, the maj
or

aviation states could accele
rate ICAO acceptance

of standards for satellite 
communications for •

• :international air traffic con
trol (as well as

reform underlying treaty agr
eements on traffic

control responsibilities to 
capitalize on the

• cost-saving potential of adva
nced communications).

1:a7c thz, way fc,r a fcill-cni 
91u;_ic,1 cuirmv:Luial

capability .serving all air and
 sea carrier

communications needs..

Rejecting the proposed prog
ram and attempting

to obtain a revised arr
angement such as a worldwi

de

commercial agreement bef
ore proceeding with

experimental work in air 
traffic control.would have

a number of serious, 
adverse conseauonces. This

program has been designat
ed Europe 's number one

communications .and space r
esearch p)-iorit and

European disappointment wou
ld be intense thus

hampering other cOoperative 
space and technolog

ical

research projects. Also, it is most like
ly that

rejection would cause Europe 
and Canada to .pursue

their own e;:perimental a
eronautical satellite 

program

over the main North Atlantic
 air routes which t

hey

control under the Chicarjo 
Convention, and thus

undercut the possibility of 
a global commercial

capability. The Euroaans have the 
funds, plus the

- .

:
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•• technology in hand or under development, and we have

Publicly assured them a. launch. At the very least,

• since global commercial arrangements will require

lengthy and difficult domestic debate involving

••

the Federal Communications Commission, the courts

and the Congress, as well as extended international
discussions, rejection of this program would
frustrate the Administration's published objective

,r)f obtaining international clearance for operational
satellite-based traffic control as soon as possible.

1 recommend that you .endorse the propose:*.
- program, and authorize the Secretary of Transportation

. .to seek appropriate funding.

-

-.:. •
.• •

. • -

_ .

• • •

. . .

. , .

William P. Rogers

•

,
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COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

JOSEPH V. CHARYK
President

December 16, 1971

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Tom:

I felt that you would be interested in having a
copy of a proposal that Comsat has made to the Administrator
of the FAA concerning the establishment of an aeronautical
satellite program. The letter spells out the principles
that we feel should govern the establishment of such a

program.

Sincerely,

7(1
Joseph V. Charyk

Enclosure

950 L'ENFANT PLAZA. SW • WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 • TELEPHONE 202-554-6030





COMPALJNIC.1-,','TIONS SATELLITE CO:q13C7RATION

JOSEPH V. CHARYK
President

December 16, 1971

Honorable John H. Shaffer

Administrator

Federal Aviation Administration

800 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Shaffer:

This letter presents a Comsat proposal for an alter-

native approach to the establishment of a "pre-operational"

aeronautical satellite program. We are aware that this subject

is presently under review within the Government, and realize

that further action is dependent upon the outcome of this

review. Our proposal is submitted on the assumption that this

review will not result in a reversal of the presently established

U.S. policy of utilizing privately furnished communications ser-

vices when available, rather than creating government-owned

systems. We are convinced that our alternative could be imple-

mented if the U.S. Government would support it, and we hope

that it will receive a full and fair consideration by you and

other officials who will participate in the final decision.

Before describing Comsat's proposed alternative

approach, I want to comment on two particular questions which

still seem to cloud the essential issues: the possible relation-

ship between a pre-operational aeronautical satellite program

and INTELSAT, and the question of whether Comsat is a "chosen

instrument" with regard to aeronautical satellites.

While we do not suggest that INTELSAT should be in-

volved at the outset, we do believe that INTELSAT should be

950 L'ENFANT PLAZA. SW • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 6 TELEPHONE 202-554-6030
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afforded, at the right time, the opportunity to determine

whether the satellites for the follow-on operational aeronautical

program should be provided by INTELSAT.* Despite the provisions

of the proposed FAA/ESRO Memorandum of Understanding to the effect

that different arrangements in the operational phase are not fore-

closed, it is unrealistic, particularly with respect to the jointly

owned space segment, to assume that the initial structure will not

have a profound effect on the final arrangements and the transi-

tion to these arrangements. The presently proposed FAA/ESRO

arrangements, we feel, almost certainly would insure that the

INTELSAT option for provision of the satellites for the opera-

tional program would be very difficult if not impossible to

achieve.

With regard to the "chosen instrument" issue, the

important point at the present time is that the designation of

Comsat as the U.S. entity in the establishment of an interna-

tional aeronautieal satellite program is not dependent upon an

answer to the question of whether Comsat is by statute a "chosen

instrument" for this purpose. Regardless of whether Comsat is

the "chosen instrument" in an exclusive sense, which we believe

we are, Comsat unquestionably does have adequate authority under

the 1962 Act to plan, initiate, construct, own, manage and operate

a commercial communications satellite system, itself or in con-

junction with foreign governments or business entities. During

Congressional consideration of the 1962 Act, aeronautical service

was cited specifically as an example of services that Comsat

might provide.** No other United States entity has such explicit

•statutory authorization.

Our concern about the serious shortcomings of the pro-

posed FAA/ESRO approach has been pointed out in previous

*The INTELSAT Definitive Arrangements provide for consideration

of the provision of satellites for specialized telecommunica-

tions services such as aeronautical communications relating to

the safety or flight control of aircraft and radio navigation.

**Hearings on S. Res. 258 before the Committee on Antitrust and

Monopoly of the Committee on the Judiciary, 87th Cong., 2nd

Sess. at 22 et sea (1962).
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correspondence and discussions. As a constructive alternative,

Comsat proposes the following U.S. approach to the establishment

of the pre-operational aeronautical satellite program. We urge

that it be adopted instead of proceeding under the FAA/ESRO plan:

1. The program should be premised on the U.S.

obtaining aeronautical satellite communications

services on an end-to-end basis from a private

U.S. entity, rather than through government

investment and ownership.

2. The program should be established on the basis

of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between

entities designated by their governments, each

of which should be an investor in the joint

enterprise.

3. The U.S. entity should be selected and designated

by the U.S. Government, and this selection should

not be incident to, or a by-product of, a

competition among hardware manufacturers.

4. In the negotiations of the provisions of the

Memorandum of Understanding with the appropriate

interested international parties, the U.S. partici-

pant should be the designated U.S. entity, who

will consult with the State Department in regard

to appropriate foreign policy considerations.

5. The initial pre-operational program should be

the minimum size which can accomplish the pre-

operational tasks. From the public explanation

of the pre-operational requirements which has

been given in FAA briefings to U.S. industry,

and the public comments made by the U.S. airlines,

it would seem that these requirements could be

met with a pre-operational program providing ser-

vice in a single ocean area.

6. The MOU should provide explicitly for the transi-

tion to a follow-on operational program, which

would function on the principle of investment
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related to use and voice related to investment.

It should specify that INTELSAT will be given

the timely opportunity to provide the satellites

for the follow-on operational program and to

acquire residual pre-operational space segment

resources on a fair and equitable basis. The

MOU also should provide for a structure which

will facilitate transition to a follow-on opera-

tional aeronautical service, and which will in-

clude provision for obtaining satellites in the

event that INTELSAT does not take up the option

referred to above.

7. The MOU should provide that all jointly owned

hardware will be procured on the basis of bona

fide international competition, with no directed

proportion to any geographic area. It should

specify that procurement rules essentially simi-

lar to those prescribed in the INTELSAT Definitive

Arrangements will be adopted for the aeronautical

satellite program.

8. The MOU should provide for inclusion of a minimal

pre-operational capability for maritime communi-

cations, if desired by any of the pre-operational

investment partners, on a basis which will not

impair accomplishment of the pre-operational aero-

nautical objectives.

9. The MOU should provide for inviting appropriate

consultative participation by the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the

International Air Transport Association (IATA),

through representatives accredited to the program

management structure of the joint investment

partners.

We believe that Comsat should be selected and designated

as the U.S. entity to implement the above proposal. Comsat is the

only private entity with experience in establishing and operating

successfully an international communications satellite system in

collaboration with foreign governmental and private associates.

We have repeatedly stated our willingness to meet the requirements
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of the U.S. Government and other users. We have expended time,
energy and financial resources to insure that we are in a position
to provide aeronautical satellite communications services, in
expectation that the government will adhere to its published
policy of leasing such services from the private sector rather
than establishing a government-owned system. We are prepared to

make the necessary capital investment, assume the risks of the

venture and offer the desired service on a guaranteed and fixed-

price basis, regardless of the way the service is used or whether
the government chooses to call the program "experimental," "pre-

operational," or otherwise. We have complete confidence that,
given the responsibility, we can evolve the necessary arrange-

ments for pre-operational international participation in a fashion
that will permit a smooth transition into follow-on operational
arrangements under which INTELSAT would provide the required
satellite capacity. We believe that this can be accomplished
on a schedule which will allow the pre-operational program ob-
jectives to be met fully within the time period which has been
allocated for this purpose by the FAA and ESRO. We can also
insure that equipment for the system will be obtained on an inter-
nationally competitive basis to provide the highest confidence at
the best price.

Although the above proposal is presented in condensed

form, it is based on extensive consideration which Comsat has

given to this entire problem. We stand ready to amplify in detail
all of the elements of this concept. We remain strongly convinced

that this approach will better achieve the objectives of the

aeronautical satellite program and the national interests of the

U.S. than either the particular "lease" approach previously con-

sidered by the FAA, or the government system ownership approach

which the FAA is advocating at the present time.

We hope that our proposed alternative course of action

will be explored thoroughly before a final decision is reached,

and we would be happy to assist in such an exploration.

Sincerely,

oseph V. Charyk
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date 1_2/21/71

To: Tom Whitehead

From: Peter Flanigan

FYI_

XX For appropriate action

Per your request

,





COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

Mr. Peter M. Flanigan

Assistant to the President

The White House

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Peter:

JOSEPH V. CHARYK
President

December 16, 1971

I felt that you would be interested in having
a copy of a proposal that Comsat has made to the Administrator

of the FAA concerning the establishment of an aeronautical

satellite program. The letter spells out the principles
that we feel should govern the establishment of such a

program.

Sincerely,

Jo eph V. Charyk

Enclosure

950 L'ENFANT PLAZA. SW • WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 • TELEPHONE 202-554-6030
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COMIVILINICATIONS SATELLITE: CORPO:qATION

JOSEPH V. CHARYK
President

December 16, 1971

Honorable John H. Shaffer

Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration

800 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Shaffer:

This letter presents a Comsat proposal for an alter-

native approach to the establishment of a "pre-operational"

aeronautical satellite program. We are aware that this subject

is presently under review within the Government, and realize

that further action is dependent upon the outcome of this

review. Our proposal is submitted on the assumption that this

review will not result in a reversal of the presently established

U.S. policy of utilizing privately furnished communications ser-

vices when available, rather than creating government-owned

systems. We are convinced that our alternative could be imple-

mented if the U.S. Government would support it, and we hope

that it will receive a full and fair consideration by you and •

other officials who will participate in the final decision.

Before describing Comsat's proposed alternative

approach, I want to comment on two particular questions which

-still seem to cloud the essential issues: the possible relation-

ship between a pre-operational aeronautical satellite program

and INTELSAT, and the question of whether Comsat is a "chosen

instrument" with regard to aeronautical satellites.

While we do not suggest that INTELSAT should be in-

volved at the outset, we do believe that INTELSAT should be

950 L'ENFANT PLAZA. SW • WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 • TELEPHONE 202-554-6030
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afforded, at the right time, the opportunity to determine

whether the satellites for the follow-on operational aeronautical

program should be provided by INTELSAT.* Despite the provisions

of the proposed FAA/ESRO Memorandum of Understanding to the effect

that different arrangements in the operational phase are not fore-

closed, it is unrealistic, particularly with respect to the jointly

owned space segment, to assume that the initial structure will not

have a profound effect on the final arrangements and the transi-

tion to these arrangements. The presently proposed FAA/ESRO

arrangements, we feel, almost certainly would insure that the

INTELSAT option for provision of the satellites for the opera-

tional program would be very difficult if not impossible to

achieve.

With regard to the "chosen instrument" issue, the

important point at the present time is that the designation of

Comsat as the U.S. entity in the establishment of an interna-

tional aeronautical satellite program is not dependent upon an

answer to the question of whether Comsat is by statute a "chosen

instrument" for this purpose. Regardless of whether Comsat is

the "chosen instrument" in an exclusive sense, which we believe

we are, Comsat unquestionably does have adequate authority under

the 1962 Act to plan, initiate, construct, own, manage and operate

a commercial communications satellite system, itself or in con-

junction with foreign governments or business entities. During

Congressional consideration of the 1962 Act, aeronautical service

was cited specifically as an example of services that Comsat

might provide.* * No other United States entity has such explicit

statutory authorization.

Our concern about the serious shortcomings of the pro-

posed FAA/ESRO approach has been pointed out in previous

*The INTELSAT Definitive Arrangements provide for consideration

of the provision of satellites for specialized telecommunica-

tions services such as aeronautical communications relating to

the safety or flight control of aircraft and radio navigation.

**Hearings on S. Res. 258 before the Committee on Antitrust and

Monopoly of the Committee on the Judiciary, 87th Cong., 2nd

Sess. at 22 et seq (1962).
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correspondence and discussions. As a constructive alternative,

Comsat proposes the following U.S. approach to the establishment

of the pre-operational aeronautical satellite program. We urge

that it be adopted instead of proceeding under the FAA/ESRO plan:

. The program should be premised on the U.S.

Obtaining aeronautical satellite communications

services on an end-to-end basis from a private

U.S. entity, rather than through government

Investment and ownership..

2. The program should be established on the basis

of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between

entities designated by their governments, each

of which should be an investor in the joint

enterprise.

3. The U.S. entity should be selected and designated

by the U.S. Government, and this selection should

not be incident to, or a by-product of, a

competition among hardware manufacturers.

4. In the negotiations of the provisions of the

Memorandum of Understanding with the appropriate

interested international parties, the U.S. partici-

pant should be the designated U.S. entity, who

will consult with the State Department in regard

to appropriate foreign policy considerations.

5. The initial pre-operational program should be

the minimum size which can accomplish the pre-

operational tasks. From the public explanation

of the pre-operational requirements which has

been given in FAA briefings to U.S. industry,

and the public comments made by the U.S. airlines,

it would seem that these requirements could be

met with a pre-operational program providing ser-

vice in a single ocean area.

6. The MOU should provide explicitly for the transi-

tion to a follow-on operational program, which

would function on the principle of investment
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related to use and voice related to investment.

It should specify that INTELSAT will be given

the timely opportunity to provide the satellites

for the follow-on operational program and to

acquire residual pre-operational space segment

resources on a fair and equitable basis. The

MOU also should provide for a structure which

will facilitate transition to a follow-on opera-

tional aeronautical service, and which will in-

clude provision for obtaining satellites in the

event that INTELSAT does not take up the option

referred to above.

7. The MOU should provide that all jointly owned

hardware will be procured on the basis of bona

fide international competition, with no directed

proportion to any geographic area. It should

specify that procurement rules essentially simi-

lar to those prescribed in the INTELSAT Definitive

Arrangements will be adopted for the aeronautical

satellite program.

8. The MOU should provide for inclusion of a minimal

pre-operational capability for maritime communi-

cations, if desired by any of the pre-operational

investment partners, on a basis which will not

impair accomplishment of the pre-operational aero-

nautical objectives.

9. The MOU should provide for inviting appropriate

consultative participation by the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and the

International Air Transport Association (IATA),

through representatives accredited to the program

management structure of the joint investment

partners.

We believe that Comsat should be selected and designated

as the U.S. entity to implement the above proposal. Comsat is the

only private entity with experience in establishing and operating

successfully an international communications satellite system in

collaboration with foreign governmental and private associates.

We have repeatedly stated our willingness to meet the requirements
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of the U.S. Government and other users. We have expended time,
energy and financial resources to insure that we are in a position
to provide aeronautical satellite communications services, in
expectation that the government will adhere to its published
policy of leasing such services from the private sector rather
than establishing a government-owned system. We are prepared to
make the necessary capital investment, assume the risks of the
venture and offer the desired service on a guaranteed and fixed-
price basis, regardless of the way the service is used or whether
the government chooses to call the program "experimental," "pre-

operational," or otherwise. We have complete confidence that,
given the responsibility, we can evolve the necessary arrange-

ments for pre-operational international participation in a fashion
that will permit a smooth transition into follow-on operational

arrangements under which INTELSAT would provide the required
satellite capacity. We believe that this can be accomplished
on a schedule which will allow the pre-operational program ob-
jectives to be met fully within the time period which has been
allocated for this purpose by the FAA and ESRO. We can also
insure that equipment for the system will be obtained on an inter-

nationally competitive basis to provide the highest confidence at

the best price.

Although the above proposal is presented in condensed

form, it is based on extensive consideration which Comsat has

given to this entire problem. We stand ready to amplify in detail

all of the elements of this concept. We remain strongly convinced

that this approach will better achieve the objectives of the

aeronautical satellite program and the national interests of the

U.S. than either the particular "lease" approach previously con-

sidered by the FAA, or the government system ownership approach

which the FAA is advocating at the present time.

We hope that our proposed alternative course of action

, will be explored thoroughly before a final decision is reached,

and we would be happy to assist in such an exploration.

Sincerely,

oseph V. Chary
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590
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December 15, 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead

Director, Office of

' Telecommunications Policy

Executive Office of the President

Washington, D.C. 20504

'Dear Er. Whitehead:

As you you know, over the past several weeks our resp
ective staffs, together

with representatives from the Department of St
ate, have worked to prepare

a paper outlining the arguments for and agai
nst approving the ad referendum

Memorandum of Understanding for a Joint Aeronautical 
Satellite Program with

the Europeans. I should like to take this opportunity to make these 
broad

comments on the results of their efforts, the enclosed 
paper dated

December 11, which I understand you intend to forward 
through appropriate

channels to the President.

First, it was my understanding that this paper was 
intended to define

the issues and the options and to set forth the 
respective views of

the Department of Transportation and Department o
f State, who favor

proceeding with the program, and of your office which
 is in opposition

to this course of action. While this concept is quite agreeable to

me, I am concerned that the paper as it stands migh
t inadvertently

be taken by the uninformed reader to be an unbia
sed account. By its

nature, it is an adversary document and it should b
e treated as such.

For this reason, I believe this should be made clear o
n the final

document.

Second, and of greatest concern to me, is your propose
d inclusion of

a Section V entitled "Recommendations," which includes 
the views of

parties who did not participate in the preparation of 
the paper;

namely, the Assistant to the President for Internat
ional Economic

Affairs and the Office of Management and Budget. Their views clearly

do not belong in a document intended to reflect the 
beliefs on the

aeronautical satellite program held by OTP on one 
hand, and DOS and

DOT on the other.

I might add at this point my belief that, just as 
these offices have

not participated in the many discussions which 
DOT/FAA, DOS, and OTP

have had on the advantages and disadvantages of 
the program, they have

not had the opportunity to receive briefings on 
all facets of the

program, and in particular from DOT and DOS. 
Therefore, I do not

believe that the elements of their recommend
ations are based upon

complete knowledge of the information available.
 Consequently, I have
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asked my staff to contact 
these offices to provide them with

 complete

and detailed briefings, 
to answer any questions they might

 have, and

to provide them with what
ever factual material they may re

quire.

My third point is that I 
believe other revisions to the pap

er are

necessary. For example, in Section I enti
tled "Background," I note

that a "policy guidance" let
ter you sent to Federal Aviation 

Administrator

Shaffer is quoted in context w
ith your January 7 Policy Statemen

t. I

consider this inappropriate beca
use by so doing, a publicly issu

ed

statement of Administration poli
cy is, by implication, given equ

al

stature with a letter sent mo
re than a half year later. I also note that

you make a number of assertion
s with regard to foreign affairs,

 and that

you argue that Administrati
on endorsement should be withheld 

because

of possible embarrassment i
n the event that Congress did not a

pprove

funds for the program. rwill defer to the Department of
 State as

regards the former matter. However, concerning our relation
ship with

Congress, I believe that we in
 the Administration normally esta

blish

our position before seeking Cong
ressional action, and see no re

ason

to change this process in th
is case.

In spite of the foregoing comment
s, I would be agreeable to your

 sending

the paper forward provided you
 include this letter in the packa

ge. I

would appreciate being advised as
 to the course of action you pla

n to

follow.

Enclosure

pfi

Sincerely,
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Washington, D.C. 20520

December 14, 1971

In accordance with your request for comments on
the draft aeronautical satellite options paper, we
have reviewed the matter carefully and believe
the following observations should be taken into
account and accompany the paper when it goes forward
to the President.

(a) The background section, as now drafted,
does not adequately reflect the sense of urgency in
commencing air traffic control experimentation
which was evident in the January 7 policy statement
and your letter of July 12. As you will recall,
one of OTP's principal arguments for a unilateral
U.S. program (the alternative suggested in the
July 12 letter) was the need to avoid lengthy
negotiations. If your views on this matter have
been modified, I believe you should reflect
the reasons for that modification under Option 2.

(b) Paragraph a on pages 8 and 9 should also
point out that the "fair and reasonable distribution
of work" formula is a step forward from the no
transfer of funds provisions which were proposed
for the post-Apollo program. The "fair and
reasonable" formula allows both deviation from a
strict 50-50 formula and a favorable U.S. balance
of payments inflow arising from European purchase
of U.S. parts necessary to fulfill European contract
responsibilities.

The Honorable
Clay T. Whitehead,

Director of Telecommunications
Policy,

Executive Office of the
President.
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(c) With respect to paragraph d on page 9, we
are aware of ComSat's reservations on the ad referendum
MOU and we understand that Hughes has indicated some
private concern. We are not aware of other carrier or
aerospace opposition (certainly none has been expressed
publicly) and we note that ATA has publicly stated
that it would not oppose the program although it favors
a NASA (government-owned) experiment. In any event,
U.S. mainland-Hawaii routes traverse international
air space and are separated from domestic air routes
(as Overseas Air Transportation) under the Federal
Aviation Act.

(d) Paragraph e on page 10 should point out that
the INTELSAT procurement arrangements are settled and
that we were able to eliminate the strong production-
sharing aspect of the Interim Agreement in the
Definitive Agreement when a large group of non-producing
states became involved.

(e) Paragraph f on page 10 is disputed by the
Department's Office of the Legal Adviser who feels
that Section 414 munitions control requirements are
satisfied.

(f) Paragraph h on page 10 mistakes the intent
of Option 1 which is the formulation of an Administration
position. Certainly, no assurance of U.S. participation
can be given without Congressional funding approval.
However, Congress can make no decision until the
Administration proposes the program.

(g) Paragraph a(2) on page 11 should acknowledge
the ongoing work of the ICAO ASTRA panel which will have
a powerful influence on future ICAO action and in which
we have already experienced difficulties.

(h) Paragraph a(3) on page 11 ignores the fact
that the Ministerial Council of the European Space
Research Organization supports the Aerosat program
as now proposed. This means a governmental commitment
by the participating countries in Europe. In these
circumstances, it is not accurate to state that
governments have few strong fundamental views concerning
the MOU.
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(i) Paragraph b on page 12 fails to reflect the
fact that the issue of mobile services was discussed
at great length during the INTELSAT negotiations
and extensively explored in the negotiation of the
MOU. U.S. views on the broader issues were not well
received by the Europeans and a favorable resolution
of these issues will require extensive and broad
based negotiations in order to involve smaller countries
more inclined to U.S. views. It is clear that the
Europeans would not view Option 2 as a first move to
negotiate on a new foundation, but rather as a refusal
to engage in any short-term, limited, joint experimental
activity without a concession on longer term issues.

Representatives of the Department would be glad
to discuss these issues with you at your convenience,
and we would appreciate being informed of the
consequential adjustments in the draft paper.

Sincerely yours,

Julius L. Katz
Acting Assistant Secretary
for Economic Affairs
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Washington. D.C. 20520

December 14, 1971

In accordance with your request for comments onthe draft aeronautical satellite options paper, wehave reviewed the matter carefully and believethe following observations should be taken intoaccount and accompany the paper when it goes forwardto the President.

(a) The background section, as now drafted,does not adequately reflect the sense of urgency incommencing air traffic control experimentationwhich was evident in the January 7 policy statementand your letter of July 12. As you will recall,one of OTP's principal arguments for a unilateralU.S. program (the alternative suggested in theJuly 12 letter) was the need to avoid lengthynegotiations. If your views on this matter havebeen modified, I believe you should reflectthe reasons for that modification under Option 2.

(b) Paragraph a on pages 8 and 9 should alsopoint out that the "fair and reasonable distributionof work" formula is a step forward from the notransfer of funds provisions which were proposedfor the post-Apollo program. The "fair andreasonable" formula allows both deviation from astrict 50-50 formula and a favorable U.S. balanceof payments inflow arising from European purchaseof U.S. parts necessary to fulfill European contractresponsibilities.

The Honorable •
Clay T. Whitehead,

Director of Telecommunications
Policy,

Executive Office of the
President.

4
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(c) With respect to paragraph d on page 9, we•

are aware of ComSat's reservations on the ad referendum
MOU and we understand that Hughes has indicated some
private concern. We are not aware of other carrier or
aerospace opposition (certainly none has been expressed
publicly) and we note that ATA has publicly stated
that it would not =pose the program although it favors
a NASA (government-owned) experiment. In any event,
U.S. mainland-Hawaii routes traverse international
air space and are separated from domestic air routes
(as Overseas Air Transportation) under the Federal
Aviation Act.

(d) Paragraph e on page 10 should point out that
the INTELSAT procurement arrangements are settled and
that we were able to eliminate the strong production-
sharing aspect of the Interim Agreement in the
Definitive Agreement when a large group of non-producing
states became involved.

(e) Paragraph f on page 10 is disputed by the
Department's Office of the Legal Adviser who feels
that Section 414 munitions control requirements are
satisfied.

• (f) Paragraph h on page 10 mistakes the intent
of Option .l which is the formulation of an Administration
position. Certainly, no assurance of U.S. participation
can be given without Congressional funding approval.
However, Congress can make no decision until the
Administration proposes the program.

(g) Paragraph a(2) on page 11 should acknowledge
the ongoing work of the ICAO ASTRA panel which will have
a powerful influence on future ICAO action and in which
we have already experienced difficulties.

(h) Paragraph a(3) on page 11 ignores the fact
that the Ministerial Council of the European Space • _
Research Organization supports the Aerosat program
as now proposed. This means a governmental commitment
by the participating countries in Europe. In these
circumstances, it is not accurate to state that
governments have few strong fundamental views concerning
the mOU.
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(1) Paragraph b on page 12 fails to reflect thefact that the issue of mobile services was discussedat. great length during the INTELSAT negotiations
and extensively explored in the negotiation of theMOU. U.S. views#on the broader issues were not wellreceived by the Europeans and a favorable resolutionof these issues will require extensive and broadbased negotiations in order to involve smaller countriesmore inclined to U.S. views. It is clear that theEuropeans would not view Option 2 as a first move tonegotiate on a new foundation, but rather as a refusalto engage in any short-term, limited, joint experimentalactivity without a concession on longer term issues.

Representatives of the Department would be gladto discuss these issues with you at your convenience,and we would appreciate being informed of theconsequential adjustments in the draft paper.

Sincerely yours,

-

Julius L. Katz
Acting Assistant Secretary
for Economic Affairs
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OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 13, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Brigadier _General Haig
The White House

DIRECTOR

Enclosed is the memorandum to the President summarizing the

issues, options, and agency views regarding the aeronautical

satellite program. Attached to that memorandum is a staff paper

resulting from the interagency working group which we established

last week. I am also enclosing, for your convenience, copies of

letters from the Congress expressing their interest and concern.

The interagency staff paper is of doubtful usefulness. In order to

reacb agreement in the working group, we tolerated many incon-

sistencies in the paper. Its principal usefulness is that it highlights

the perspectives and recommendations of the agencies involved.

The aerosat service does not fall into the category of space projects

amenable to the kind of international cooperation Henry and the

President presumably have in mind, (The program was, in fact,

pulled away from NASA for just that reason.) However, you and

Henry may wish to use this occasion to call attention to the need for

a systematic development of cooperative space and other science

projects that are consistent with other U. S. objectives. NSSM 72

failed, but I believe an Executive Office working group could provide

what you need.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Peter Flanigan

Clay T. Whitehead
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.MEMCRANDUM FOR. THE pRr.sIDENT

FROM: Clay T. V hitehead

51.1DIECT: Aeronautical Communication Satellite Service

The Federal ,-4-viation !•dministration is akin g for onproval of a draft

7k.Ternorandurrx of Understaneirm eeto,.blishi-ing a tateilite 

commixr.iction cervice for civil aviation use in the Atlantic and Pacific, to

be jointly orfned and rnanag.,e(i by the United State* and European

gc:vernmentv. The MCU i !she revult of discut aims between the :FAA

anti the Euronean ',;;pace Research Organization (ZSRC) and is now

before the concerned governments for approval.

There is a growing need for maritime and aeronautical cmunications

over the tnetnc that la best met by zatellites. 'T..he INTELSAT Er.yr;tem

eroected to gro5!1 $3 i-.41lion over the next decade, and aeronautical and

maritime communications Pervices could produce commercial revenues

.1.51/ million to $1 billion over the first decade of service. The

United Fstates mftee major cortceEsions to Euro-cm in the recent INTELSAT

negctiations in the cirection of more 73olitical control at the cost of
commercial interests and rrincinles. 'These zame issues are now at

stake in the proposed .F_AA-ESRO arrangernent.

The proposed MOU is not consistent with ztated and publithed IN.erninistra-

tion 17,olic7 (cunarnary at Tall in that it provides for (li ownership and

oration by the government rathtr than the p.rivate sector; (2.) political

agreement to .7-h2re *rocluction between Eurooe and the United States in
ectuI proportion; (3) Euro-7emn veto over ail program trianaRemont eci

along; and 0) exclusion of rraritirr.e Loterests. Together with INTELSAT,

this arranp_ement would 'stand as a persuative nrecedent for the long-run.
future of international cornmv.nicationa contrary to U.S. intereets. It

also rcatares FY73 funding of about $3 million not now_ included in 0.,..-113
planning.
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'Ther,roteipilns of the Xe..011 are fave;r:.%ble to Euroneur interests in

gainint access to U.S. techlr.lop.y and know-haw: (Z; asvuring more

productiou f->r their oerotiTnce iriddttry; arid (3; turtherin tile n2-1IIc1l10

of governrywut-to.5overnrrterit twAt-rtli cf interrattional cornnlunictiticr.:

as opl5osed to private sector corraolercial ticvcior.=rzent.

Tin Denartn.or.tte Stato "Trvc,51.,ortz.tita fnvorUw draft 1.,10ti In

t:7)tte ef its. incoroligtertcy with ist3 %m,c4ril'e Gf the Z.71.4..rcriesto.

etninr...-x -zicr,ttionziirramciatary

tnr...51,action Tb e t)roViEl*r{6 Cbf the M.U0 tre onrg,:ecd y CiTP.

ad the ,.,4,,ati.:itantt to the :r(-1.71.#.1:rtt finr, internztionalzüe

PrAic-f bccAltre cf the no ter of U.S. ,:v.:.5jcictives and the

1i,lzeiihrtos2. thtt thit Irarta=errtert arranernettts nrodtsctive cf nore
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TAB A

Administration Policy

The Administration policy for aeronautical communications services is

• stated in the Policy of 7 January 1971 and subsequent letters to the FAA

of 19 March and 12 July.

The principal features of this Policy are:

a. The responsibility to implement the Policy is placed in the FAA.

b. The Government (FAA) should lease its communications services

from the private sector.

c. Institutional arrangements should not foreclose establishment

of communications to serve a broad range of users including

both maritime and aeronautical communities.

d: Services and equipment needed by the Government shall be

procured by competitive bid.

e. The Government shall utilize the UHF frequency band near

1000 megahertz;

f. International cooperation should be encouraged in ways consistent

with other objectives.



TAB B

Arguments for Renegotiation

Of the Proposed Memorandum of Understanding 

• It calls for U.S. Government ownership and operation of the

AEROSAT communications service in a 50/50 management and

ownership program to 1980. Together with the precedent of

INTELSAT, this arrangement would effectively foreclose any

possibility of keeping international satellite communications

in the private sector. Communications for aviation and merchant

shipping could be a new communications service industry with

revenues up to $1 billion over the first decade.

• It gives significant encouragement to the concept of sharing

production by political agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent in the future

contrary to U.S. interests.

• Institutionaj arrangements for a maritime system will be

discussed early next year. Maritime communications will be

several times larger in volume than aviation, and AEROSAT is

being closely watched as a precedent.

• The terms of the draft MOU are inconsistent with U.S. positions

in other international forums; 1. e., INTELSAT and NATO. The

Secretary of Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to similar proposals for divided management and production

sharing for the proposed NATO Integrated Communications

System (NICS).

• The management-by-consensus arrangements, with the implicit

European veto, practically guarantee program delays and cost

overruns. It is likely to bring about more differences and

contention than cooperation with Europe and other nations.

• The international (including European) and U.S. airlines oppose

the agreement as do communications service companies (and

several aerospace firms). They oppose government ownership

and object to the higher cost of the FAA/ESRO program ($125 M-

$140 M) over a private sector service ($75).
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• It excludes major Pacific powers with aviation and 
communica-

tions interests from a significant role. This imbalance follows

our recent special concession to Eur.ope on launch
 assurances.

• It will avoid short-term =happiness on the part o
f the French,

Germans, and British. State contends that any delay or

renegotiations would cause Europe to build their own syst
em for

the Atlantic; however, ESRO is a faltering organiz
ation, and we

doubt they have the resources or resolve to do so. State also

contends the Europeans might vote against us in ICAO, but 
no

ICAO action is to be taken until the middle of the decade.

• The draft MOU is not consistent with the Mutual Security Act
 of

1954, Section 414. The MOU commits the U. S. to provide

access to technology (that is likely to be classified) prior to t
he

review by, the Munitions Control Board that the Act requir
es.

• Firm defense of the MOU by all elements of the Administrat
ion

will be necessary to sell the program to Congress during b
udget

hearings and other hearings that may be called. This will be

difficult, if not impossible, to do in the face of the high cos
t of

the FAA program, the commercial nature of the service, ind
ustry

criticism, negotiations that will be underway on international

maritime communications, and the acknowledgement that the

MOU is contrary to established U.S. policy. It could be quite

embarrassing to the Administration in 1972.



Arguments for Signing Draft MOU

• The draft MOU is the outcome of FAA/ESRO negotiations, subject

to approval by governments. To reopen negotiations now would be

considered by the European negotiators as upsetting a deal reached

by compromises on both sides. .

• Reopening the negotiations would cause the Europeans to conclude

that the U.S. is fav9ring U.S. industry in this program because

of its lead in space technology.

• Attempts to renegotiate may cause the Europeans to threaten a

unilateral program in the Atlantic with no cooperation.
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Joint Aeronautical Satellite Program

I. Background 

During the past several years, the Administ
ration has been actively

encouraging the application of satellite technolog
y to improve the safety

and efficiency of international civil aviation.

a. T elecomm.uni cation Policy Objective 

Consistent with the Administration's policy of l
essening the

Federal Government's role in activities which more

appropriately can be undertaken in the private secto
r, the

Office of Telecommunications Policy supports the 
development

of the satellite communications services required f
or air

traffic control by private, non-Government entities. 
Its

-objective is an international arrangement providing 
oceanic

satellite communication services from a commercial

organization.

b. Air Traffic Control Objective 

All interested agencies favor the immediate development

of an air traffiZ control program utilizing satellite co
m-

munications in order to establish by 1980 internationall
y

approved operational satellites and procedures. Und
er

treaty, operational 4ctivation of satellite telecomm
unications

for air traffic control requires International Civil 
Aviation

Organization (ICAO) approval of technical specificati
ons

and international regional understanding on operating

procedures.

c. Policy of January 7, 1971 

On January 7, 1971, the Office of Telecommunica
tions

Policy issued a policy statement to encourage 
expeditious

action on a pre-operational/experimental progr
am in air

traffic control utilizing satellite communications
 with the

following objectives:
"St

"1. Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic viabili
ty

of international civil aviation.



"2. Promote the timely and useful application of technological

advances to assure adequate, reliable, and economic

telecommunications for air traffic control, operational

control, and s-earch and rescue.

"3, Assure that program institutional arrangements are

responsive to the requirements of the users, compatible

with the evolving National Aviation System, and consistent

with the foreign policy objectives and commitments of the

United States.

"4. Encourage international cooperation in research, develop-

ment, and applications programs within an instituticnal

framework which assures effective utilization of resources.

"5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such

independent surveillance and navigation.

"6. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs
and encourage the use of facilities available from the

private sector."

The 7 January policy and subsequent letters to the FAA and DOS

of 12 July directed that:

1. "The Department of Transportation . . . is to be the

lead management agency, and to assume responsibility

for defining requirements, program budgeting, and

management of pre-operational and operational systems

activity. Through the Department of State, the

Department of Transportation . . . should seek inter-

national utilization of the pre-operational system, and

should initiate cooperative activity with other nations

to establish an operational system in the Atlantic and

Pacific oceanic areas by 1980." (January 7 policy)

2. "The Government shall utilize commercial telecommu-

nications facilities to the maximum extent feasible."

(7 January policy)
0, 1

"The policy of the U. S. is ownership of communications

systems in the private sector; accordingly, the ownership

of the U. S. portion of both the pre-operational and

operational systcrms must be in the private sector.
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Although our foreign counterparts typically provide

communications with government-owned systems,

we should encourage the Europeans to adopt a private

ownership approach for the aeronautical satellite

program . . All procurements within a joint

international aeronautical satellite program shall be

international competitive bid." (Letter to FAA

Administrator 12 July 1971)

3. "It is possible that a single system combining the

functions of communications and position fixing to

support both maritime and aviation services would

permit economic benefits in a worldwide operationa
l

system." (7 January policy)

"Since the pre-operational aeronautical satellite progr
am

1 is the first step toward the establishment of such a

•system and could establish many precedents, the

institiltional, technical an.d financial arrangements

of a joint pre-operational international aerosat program

should be consistent: with this longer term goal. The

possibility of a multiple user system in the pre-operation
al

system should not be precluded until such time as it

would cause significant delay in the aerosat program."

(12 July lotter to FAA Administrator)

4

•

•••••
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Memorandum of Understanding 

The FAA (with assistance from DOT a
nd DOS) began discussions in June

1971 with a European group for aerona
utical satellites, headed by the

Spanish Air Minister, consisting of wor
king representatives from nine

member countries of the European Spac
e Conference, and four other

countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, an
d the Philippines). These

discussions were in accordance with OM
3 guidance to consider a

cooperative international program.

The understandings reached are containe
d in an ad referendum .

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which
 creates an experimental,

pre-operational program for test and eval
uation of satellite communica-

tion for air traffic control which is a nece
ssary step to establish

international agreement on technical operat
ional standards and operating

procedures by 1980.

The ad referendum MOU is now before t
he governments concerned for .

approval. The essential features are:

a. Provision of joint US/European procurement
 of satellites,

-control stations, and test avionics suffici
ent to place two

satellites, each over the Atlantic and Pac
ific by 1977 at

a cost ranging between $125 and $142 mil
lion;

b. Provision for separate but coordinated procu
rement of ground

stations and pre-production aircraft avionics
;

c. Provision for use. without charge of satellite ca
pability by

the major partners aii-d other nations wishing to 
join in the

coordinated aeronautical experimentation;

• d. Partnership management arrangements for the
 U.S. and

Europe including:

(1) .joint and equal funding;

(2) joint and equal management requiring unanimous

US/European agreement through an Aerosat Council

on which the U.S. and the Europeans (as a group
)

would e-2-ch have one vote. This is equivalent to a

veto by either party and provides-each party with

essential control over all aspects of the progr
am

beyond the basic provisions of the MOU;

1
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(3) joint and equal ownership of two communication satellites

over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans;

(4) a fair and reasonable distribution of the work in recogni-

tion of the joint funding among member states of the

ESRO states participating in the joint program and the

U.S. The FAA and ESRO agree that this will result in

approximately equal distribution of contract responsibi-

lities through subcontract between U.S. and Europe.

e. Participation on a non-partnership, advisory basis by

Australia, Canada, and most probably Japan, each contrib-

uting $4 million and engaging actively in the testing and

evaluation effort but on a non-production basis.

f. The MOU terminates on or before 1 January 1980, without

prejudice to follow-on arrangements.
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Ill. Options 

The courses of action open to the U. S. Government are:

Option One - Approve signing of the ad referendum MOU and fund the

program as defined.

Option Two - Renegotiate after disapproval of the ad referendum MOU

by proposing to the Europeans, as well as the Japanese, Canadians, and

Australians, further discussions with government communications

officials as to how best to meet broad communications needs for the

1970's, including aeronautical satellite. (Such discussions would not be

with the European Space Research Organization (ESRO). )

••••

4i‘k
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A. Approve the Ad Referendum MOU and Fund the Program

(Option One) 

1. Arguments for this Option 

a. The U. S. should sign the MOU and fund the

program since it represents a highly satis-

factory arrangement with significant benefits

for international aviation, international

relations, the U. S. Government and U. S.

industry.

b. This pre-operational/experimental program

offers the only prospect for adoption of an

ICAO standard and an internationally accepted

implementation plan by 1980.

c. Since this is an experimental program in air

traffic control (although not in satellite

communications technology), only governments

are willing to defray the air traffic control

expenses and all existing offers are premised

-on major government support by investment or

guaranteed lease payments. Equal participation

by Europe and financial contributions by Canada,

AustrAlia, and Japan will lessen the load on the

U. S. tax-Rayer and create a sound precedent for

other experimental space programs in which the

Administration has sought to enlist European

cooperation.

d. International participation will produce a b
alance

of payments inflow of at least $30 million in
 this

program while satisfying strong foreign de
mands

for a responsible role in space explorati
on. In

view of the contributions from Australia,
 Canada,

and Japan, the expected cost to the partner
s is

$56 million each, assuming an estimat
ed total

space segment cost of $125 million. The 
expected

return.to U. S. industry is in excess of

$85 million.
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c, Government investment will be limited to the

pre-operational/experimental phase which is

consistent with the nature of the program.

The program arrangements will thus preclude

any precedent for Government involvement in

commercial operations.

f. The U. S. will insist that the subsequent operational

.system will be organized on a private lease basis.

A joint prog.ram will create an atmosphere

conducive to the establishment of satisfactory

commercial arrangements for an operational

capability useful not only to aeronautical

authorities but to other mobile service users

who, by or before 1980, may develop requirements.

h. Government investment, which is consistent with

our operation of other experimental programs,

will minimize costs to the U. S. taxpayer by

utilizing existing management capability,

• reducing administrative complexity, especially

in the U. S. -European interface (the Europeans

have rejected participation on a lease basis and

-insist on investing). Government investment to

minimize costs and reduce administrative

complexity is supported by U. S. manufacturing

industry.

1. The propo-sed partnership arrangement entails

European sharing of responsibilities for manage-

ment and production in return for full sharing of

costs. Production sharing has been used in

NATO and INTELSAT and is still being considered

in NATO negotiations. It is an essential part of

the partnership arrangement of this program.

2. Arguments Against this Option 

a. This program can, if properly structured with

t136 Europeans, provide the seed for development

of a new mobile communications industry. Since

the satellites for this program are designed for

• 5-7 years, there is concern that we arc now
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structuring the institutions for aeronautical

communications, and, more generally perhaps, a

mobile communications industry for the next

decade and beyond. The American Institute for

Merchant Shipping has asked that the Policy of

7 January be augmented to assure full maritime

participation. The Maritime Administration

even now has a program underway leading to

a maritime satellite system. If allowed to

develop, this industry may gross from $500M

to $1 billion in the first decade. It can provide

work in excess of $150 million to our aerospace

and electronic industries in the next five years.

For this reason, the central thrust of policy

should be to permit a fair and equal competition

by U. S. and European industries without govern-

mental guarantees. In the tentative agreement,

competition is restricted by providing for sharing

of production,and the management and ownership

arrangements practically foreclose private

sector venture investment.

b. The proposed FAA/ESRO program may establish

a precedent of joint government management and

_ownership which would be difficult to reverse in

1980 when the pre-operational project concludes.

c. The MOU includes a program of satellite develop-

ment'using technology generally available from

prior U. S:- aerospace efforts and, in effect, may

subsidize European aerospace industry.

d. The proposed management, production sharing,

and ownership arrangements contravene private

sector incentives for investment of venture

capital and, as a result, the joint FAA/ESRO

program is opposed by U. S. communications

carriers and several aerospace firms. The

international air carriers, both U. S. and foreign,

are also opposed because of expected increased

costs. The Air Transport Association is concerned

because of implications of government ownership



and European European influence of the satellite

communications serving our domestic air

carfier routes between the U.S. Mainland

and Hawaii.

c. The production arrangements encourage the

concept of sharing production by political

agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent

in the future, which is contrary to U.S. interests.

In this respect, the draft MOU is inconsistent

with U.S. positions in other international forums,

i.e., INTELSAT and NATO. The Secretary of

Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to divided management and production sharing

for the new NATO Integrated Communications

System. An agreement for production sharing

for this program would seriously undermine

credibility of the U.S. in NATO negotiations.

g.

Finally, the draft 1\40U is inconsistent with the

Mutual Security Act of 1954, Section 414. The

MOU commits the U.S. to provide access to

technology prior to the review by the Munitions

Control Board that the Act requires.

It is doubtful that the Europeans have the will

to carry ovt any threat to go forward alone in

producing an air control traffic system using

satellite communications if we do not accept

the present agreement.

h. Approval of this program prior to Congressional

action authorizing U.S. funds for the programs

is unwise because legislative approval cannot

be guaranteed, especially in the light of publicly

expressed Congressional opposition and industry

attitudes toward the program. Embarrassment

to tbe U. S. among the Europeans would follow

signature of the MOU now if _Congress were later

to refuse funds for the program.
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B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad Referendum MOU 

(Option Two)

1. Arguments for this Option

a. Concern has been expressed that unilateral U. S.

alteration to the proposed Memorandum of

Understanding would be harmful to our foreign

relations and has suggested that ICAO would

block approval of the operational system.

These fears are not well founded for several

reasons:

(1) The FAA, including its Administrator, has

continually made it clear that the discussions

were exploratory and that a review of the

tentative agreements by the respective

governments, both U.S. and European,

would be necessary.

(2) No essential ICAO action is necessary

until the middle of the decade, and it is

difficult to believe that present differences

will have discernible effects on a world

body of 122 nations in 1980.

(3) The French and German space communities

have provided the principal motivation and

•guidance for the evolution of the European

viev7s. In assessing the impact of renegotia-

tion, it must be understood that there is a

clear distinction between the aviation

ministries, the international air carrier
s,

and the French and the German space

communities. While the French and German

aviation ministries, and to a lesser extent

the British aviation ministry, tend to be

influenced by the views of their respective

space communities, other European

aviation ministries and governments are
k believed to have few strong fundamental

views concerning the specific arrangements

embodied in the proposed MOU.
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b. The fundamental focus of current concern should not

be the draft MOU, but the central issue, which is:

Can a cooperative program be structured which is

consistent with Administration policy, and can such

a program now be negotiated without unacceptable

effects on foreign relations.

The answer to this question can never be known unless

further negotiation is at least attempted. There are

reasons to believe it may succeed. While proposals

to alter the program will definitely cause adverse

reaction from the French and German space commu-

nities, we believe that the overall reaction of

governments can be minimized by firm and tactful

negotiation. The Europeans are uncertain about the

outcome, and it is proposed, therefore, to use this

uncertainty to negotiate arrangements consistent

with broader United States objectives.

c. The U.S. should accept the temporary political cost

of disapproving the draft MOU while discussing with

the communications officials of the European and other

governments the real problem of providing satellite

communications to all who cross the seas.

The U. S. should deal with the whole oceanic satellite

communications problem, not merely a limited system

directed to air traffic control, and discussions with all

interested states should be lifted out of the space-

aviation area and concentrated among those foreign

officials responsible for communication problems.

In this different environment, the need to have an

oceanic satellite communications system could be

presented along with other programs the U. S. is

prepared to undertake. Starting anew on a broader

base, the U.S. can be consistent in pursuing its

'objective of maintaining communications in the private

sector and allowing industry to enter fairly and com-

petitively.

ti‘t`
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2. Arguments Against this Option

a. Disapproval of the MOU in anticipation of
broader discussions and negotiations in the
future is both unnecessary and undesirable.

b. It is premature to attempt to discuss "the
whole oceanic satellite communications problem"
because mobile service requirements, other than
air traffic, cannot be defined at this time. Further-
more, efforts to broaden the program could be
interpreted as a U.S. step toward undermining
the INTELSAT Agreement.

c. The expected capability (consistent with economic
constraints) of the pre-operational/experimental
satellite system (two satellites over each ocean)
is needed to meet the aeronautical test and
evaluation goals. Hence, it is not essential
to consider now the broader issue of multiple-
users, except on an experimental basis which
is provided for in the MOU, and the aeronautical
satellite can be isolated for separate and immediate

consideration.

d. The discussions leading to the MOU were
conducted with the representatives of the
governments involved selected by those govern-
ments. It is unreasonable to expect that negotia-
tions with'ioreign government communications
officials would be possible or would result in a
more favorable agreement for the U.S. on the
immediately needed aeronautical satellite
program than the present MOIL Further, given

the complexity of the overall oceanic communica-

tions problem and the need to reconsider the

Communications Act of 1962 under this option,

the time necessary to attempt to negotiate a

more general agreement will delay even further

the 'consummation of any agreement in an area
wlijrc immediate action is needed and render

impossible the goal of a 1980 operational system.

••••
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e. Disapproval would greatly disturb the Europeans

(as well as Canada, Australia, and Japan) and

cast strong doubts on our credibility with regard

to proceeding on any joint aeronautical or space

venture. It might also endanger ratification of

the recently-negotiated definitive arrangements

for INTELSAT. This option is in fact self-defeating

since the best way to establish a cooperative

framework for a future program would be to

first establish a short-run cooperative relation-

ship on the proposed joint program as defined

in the MOU.

f. It will "sour" the ICAO outlook with respect to

U. S. views on aeronautical satellites and other

issues of international civil aviation and would

result in a clear diminution of U.S. influence

and leadership in ICAO.

g. It would lead to an independent European/

Canadian action in the Atlantic (since they have

the technology, the funds, and the assurance of

a U. S. launch) which would put the U.S. Govern-

ment and industry at a clear disadvantage with

-respect to an operational system and create

vested interests effectively precluding a broad-

based approach to oceanic mobile communications

in the future. It also would provide an "opening"

for seeking eventually to recover their costs for

such a prcTgram by "user" charges on inter-

national traffic in the Atlantic where two-thirds

of the passengers are U.S. citizens.
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V. Recommendations 

a. The DOT/FAA. -and DOS strongly recommend that the

Administration approve the MOU and fund the program

(Option One). The discussions leading to the MOU wer
e

conducted in accordance with OTP guidance; the stat
ed

OTP objectives of 7 January have been met, and 
the

program represents a highly satisfactory arrangeme
nt

with significant benefits for international aviation,

international relations, the U.S. Government, and U.S.

industry.

b. The Assistant to the President for International Econom
ic

Affairs recommends renegotiations (Option Two) to see
k an

agreement more consistent with the Administration's

international economic objectives.

c. The., OMB recommends renegotiation on the basis that the

proposed MOU:

1. Is contrary to U.S. commercial and balance of trade

interests;

2. Is likely to lead to management and budgeting

differences with the European partners that will

soon undermine the good will created by going ahead

at this time;
11•••

3. Is contrary to published Administration policy to an

extent that will be difficult and potentially embarra
ssing

to justify to Congress and to industry (Senate C
ommerce

Committee has scheduled hearings which it feels 
should

precede signing of the MOU);

4. -Adds $60 million unnecessarily to the FAA budg
et

that is not included in current planning (House 
and

Senate Appropriations Committees have ind
icated

opposition and concern).
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• d. The Office of Telecommunications Policy recommends

renegotiation (Option Two). The United States should

seek a cooperative program consistent with the fundamental

policies and objectives of this Administration. A successful

program cannot be based on management-by-consensus

proposed in the MOU, with the implicit European veto which

practically guarantees program delays and cost over-runs.

It is likely to bring about more contention than cooperation

with Europe and other nations. Renegotiation offers the

prospect of a cooperative program consistent with investment

incentives for the private sector rather than government

ownership as proposed.

•••••
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1 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MERCHANT SHIPPING

1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 930, Washington, D. C. 20036
Phone: 202/833-2710

Pacific Regional Office
P.O. Box 7861, San Francisco, California 94120
Phone: 415/362-7986

December 13, 1971

Mr. Peter Flannigan

Assistant to the President

White House

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Flannigan:

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

It is our understanding that policy decisions are currently coming

to a head with respect to the government funded Aerosat programs,

and that there is considerable uncertainty whether any provision is to

be made for maritime participation within these programs.

Ofic,„troe-1

This letter is to advise you that our members are acutely aware

of the benefits to be derived from the future use of space telecommunica-

tion services and. have directed us in their behalf to strongly support

all programs which will further this development for the maritime in-

dustry. Earlier this year prior to the World Administrative Radio

Conference on Space Communications a resolution, originating within

our Telecommunications Committee and unanimously adopted, included

the following request:

"strongly urge the U. S. Government to take appropriate

action to insure that the Statement of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy on Aeronautical Satellites,

dated. 7 January 1971 be augmented to provide for full

Maritime participation and that the Department of

Transportation, in implementing said Policy Statement,

make suitable provision for the inclusion of both com-

mercial and government maritime services."
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Amor

Mr. Peter Flannigan

Page 2 December 13, 1971

We thought you should be aware of this interest by the maritime

community, and respectfully request your support for authorizing

maritime participation in the Aerosat program.

cc: Dr. C. T. Whitehead

President



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

December 13, 1971
DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM FOR

Brigadier _General Haig
The White House

Enclosed is the memorandum to the President summarizing the
issues, options, and agency views regarding the aeronautical
satellite program. Attached to that memorandum is a staff paper

resulting from the interagency working group which we established

last week. I am also enclosing, for your convenience, copies of
letters from the Congress expressing their interest and concern.

The interagency staff paper is of doubtful usefulness. In order to

reacti agreement in the working group, we tolerated many incon-
sistencies in the paper. Its principal usefulness is that it highlights
the perspectives and recommendations of the agencies involved.

The aero sat service does not fall into the category of space projects
amenable to the kind of international cooperation Henry and the
President presumably have in mind. (The program was, in fact,
pulled away from NASA for just that reason.) However, you and

Henry may wish to use this occasion to call attention to the need for

a systematic development of cooperative space and other science

projects that are consistent with other U. S. objectives. NSSM 72

failed, but I believe an Executive Office working group could provide

what you need.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Peter Flanigan

.#0 :4r1171"-xdisactraerta

Clay T. Whitehead
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM:
(0$1'

Clay T. V.hitehead

SUBJECT: Asroaautical Cortununication Satellite Service

The Fe4eral =Aviation .!dministration is asking for approval of a draft

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) establishing a satellite commu-

nication service for civil aviation use in. the Atlantic and Pacific to

be jointly owned and managed by the United States and European

governments. The MOU is the result of discussions between the FAA

and the European Space Research Organiention (ESRO) and is now

before the concerned governments for approval.

There is a growing need kr maritime and aeronautical communications

over the oceans that is best met by satellites. The INTELSAT syetem

Is expected to 'rose $3 billion over the next decade and aeronautical and

maritime comtylunicatione services could produce commercial revenues
of $504 million to $1 billion over the first decade of service. The

United States made major co.ucessione to Europe in the recent INTELSAT
/negotiations in the direction of more political control at the cost of
commercial Interests and principles. These same Issues are now at

stake in the proposed FikA.ESRO arrangement.

The proposed .MOU is not consistent with stated and published Administra-

tion policy (summary at Tab A) in that it provides for ) ownership end

operation by the government rather than the private sector; (2) political

agreement to share production between Europe and the United States in
equal proportion; (3) European veto over all program management deci-
Slene: and (4) exclusion of maritime interests. Together with INTELSAT.
this arrangement would stand as a persuasive precedent for the long-run
future of international communications contrary to U.S. interests. It
also require. FY73 funding fz3f about $43 million not now included in OMB
planning.
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The provisions of the 14017 are favorable to European interacts in
(l) gaining accesp to U.S. technology and know-how; (2) nasuzing more
production for their aerospace industry; and (3) furthering the principle
of government.to-gerverrtment control of international censmonicM10116
as opposed to private sector commercial developments

The Department* of State and Transportation favor the draft ZA0t7 ta
spit. of its inconsistency with stated policy IMPC*Ultt Of the European
dosire for government ownership of comsrmalcations and triandatory
production sharing. The provisions of the MOX; are or>posed by OT?.
OM, and the Assistant to the Preaident for International Erconomic
Policy becaulfte of the major snadercutting of U.S. objectives sad the
lilt,Ilhooe that the management arrangomants will be productive of more
international contention than harmony in this. future. The program io
opposed by U.S. and foreign intorstational air carriers. by U.S. commu.
nications carriers, and by several aerospace snannfacturiog firms. There
U significant bi.partiran Cougressional opposition and hearings have Wren
announce&

The iktndannental ismsc for your decision is the choice between two basic
options;

I. Approve the ItifOU with its signifIcart harm to U.S. econcmic
anti communications policy objectives !a order to svert adverse Europium
reaction.

2. Direct that the ?AMY not be aoproved and that cooperative
erroeugaraents moro eoraistent with fundamental U.S. objective be
Aimed through Rogatiatioes at higher levels of government on a broader
treale..

Attached at Tab IS is a summary of the pros anti cons of the two option*;

at Tab C is an, imeragescy staff paper. I strongly recomrrtend that you
approve the tooesse option so that this and other intoraational community/-
floss easttsr, can be put en a more solid basis ir cooperation with European
and Asian conemesicetioste authorities.

Approve Ontion 1

Approve Option 2

Other

4.••,......4.10.........••••••

CTWhitehead:Imc 12113171
cc:
Deit P. ecords
DO Chron
Mr. rhitehead-2
Dr. Mansur
Mr, Smith



TAB A

Administration Policy

The Administration policy for aeronautical communications services is

stated in the Policy of 7 January 1971 and subsequent letters to the FAA

of 19 March and 12 July.

The principal features of this Policy are:

a. The responsibility to implement the Policy is placed in the FAA.

b. The Government (FAA) should lease its communications services

from the private sector.

C. Institutional arrangements should not foreclose establishment

of communications to serve a broad range of users including

both maritime and aeronautical communities.

d: Services and equipment needed by the Government shall be

procured by competitive bid.

e. The Government shall utilize the UHF frequency band near

1000 megahertz;

f. International cooperation should be encouraged in ways consistent

with other objectives.



TAB B

Arguments for Renegotiation

Of the Proposed Memorandum of Understanding 

• It calls for U.S. Government ownership and operation of the

AEROSAT communications service in a 50/50 management and

ownership program to 1980. Together with the precedent of

INTELSAT, this arrangement would effectively foreclose any

possibility of keeping international satellite communications

in the private sector. Communications for aviation and merchant

shipping could be a new communications service industry with

revenues up to $1 billion over the first decade.

• It gives significant encouragement to the concept of sharing

production by political agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent in the future

contrary to U.S. interests.

• Institutional arrangements for a maritime system will be

discussed early next year. Maritime communications will be

several times larger in volume than aviation, and AEROSAT is

being closely watched as a precedent.

• The terms of the draft MOU are inconsistent with U.S. positions

in other international forums; i. e., INTELSAT and NATO. The

Secretary of Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to similar proposals for divided management and production

sharing for the proposed NATO Integrated Communications

System (NICS).

• The management-by-consensus arrangements, with the implicit

European veto, practically guarantee program delays and cost

overruns. It is likely to bring about more differences and

contention than cooperation with Europe and other nations.

• The international (including European) and U.S. airlines oppose

the agreement as do communications service companies (and

several aerospace firms). They oppose government ownership

and object to the higher cost of the FAA/ESRO program ($125 M-

$140 M) over a privat6 sector service ($75).
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It excludes major Pacific powers with aviation and communica-

tions interests from a significant role. This imbalance follows

our recent special concession to Europe on launch assurances.

▪ It will avoid short-term unhappiness on the part of the French,

Germans, and British. State contends that any delay or

renegotiations would cause Europe to build their own system for

the Atlantic; however, ESRO is a faltering organization, and we

doubt they have the resources or resolve to do so. State also

contends the Europeans might vote against us in ICAO, but no

ICAO action is to be taken until the middle of the decade.

• The draft MOU is not consistent with the Mutual Security Act of

1954, Section 414. The MOU commits the U. S. to provide

access to technology (that is likely to be classified) prior to the

review by, the Munitions Control Board that the Act requires.

• Firm defense of the MOU by all elements of the Administration

will be necessary to sell the program to Congress during budget

hearings and other hearings that may be called. This will be
difficult, if not impossible, to do in the face of the high cost of

the FAA program, the commercial nature of the service, industry

criticism, negotiations that will be underway on international

maritime communications, and the acknowledgement that the

MOU is contrary to established U.S. policy. It could be quite

embarrassing to the Administration in 1972.

.04



Arguments for Signing Draft MOLT

• The draft MOLT is the outcome of FAA/ESRO negotiations, subject

to approval by governments. To reopen negotiations now would be

considered by the European negotiators as upsetting a deal reached

by compromises on both sides.

• Reopening the negotiations would cause the Europeans to conclude

that the U.S. is favoring U.S. industry in this program because

of its lead in space technology.

• Attempts to renegotiate may cause the Europeans to threaten a

unilateral program in the Atlantic with no cooperation.



December 11, 1971

JOINT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM 

Background

Ad Referendum Memorandum of Understanding

UI Options

IV A. Approve the Ad Referendum MOU and Fund the Program

• 1. Arguments for this option

2. Arguments against this option

B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad Referendum MOU
• \

1. Arguments for this option

2. Arguments agaitist this option

V Recommendations



Joint Aeronautical Satellite Program

I. Background 

During the past several years, the Administration has been actively

encouraging the application of satellite technology to improve the safety

and efficiency of international civil aviation.

a. Telecommunication Policy Objective 

Consistent with the Administration's policy of lessening the

Federal Government's role in activities which more

appropriately can be undertaken in the private sector, the

Office of Telecommunications Policy supports the development

of the satellite communications services required for air

traffic control by private, non-Government entities. Its

objective is an international arrangement providing oceanic

satellite communication services from a commercial

organization.

b. Air Traffic Control Objective 

All interested agencies favor the in-m-xediate development

of an air traffiC control program utilizing satellite com-

munications in order to establish by 1980 internationally

approved operational satellites and procedures. Under

treaty, operational 4ctivation of satellite telecommunications

for air traffic control repires International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) approval of technical specifications

and international regional understanding on operating

procedures.

c. Policy of January 7, 1971 

On January 7, 1971, the Office of Telecommunications

Policy issued a policy statement to encourage expeditious

action on a pre-operational/experimental program in air

traffic control utilizing satellite communications with the

following objectives:
-. t

"1, Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic viability

of international civil aviation.
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Promote the timely and useful application of technological

advances to assure adequate, reliable, and economic

telecommunications for air traffic control, operational

control, and s-earch and rescue.

Assure that program institutional arrangements are

responsive to the requirements of the users, compatible

with the evolving National Aviation System, and consistent

with the foreign policy objectives and commitments of the

United States.

"4. Encourage international cooperation in research, develop-

ment, and applications programs within an institutional

framework which assures effective utilization of resources.

"5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such

as independent surveillance and navigation.

"6. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs
and encourage the use of facilities available from the

private sector."

The 7 January policy and subsequent letters to the FAA and DOS

of 12 July directed that:

1. "The Department of Transportation . . is to be the
lead management agency, and to assume responsibility

for defining requirements, program budgeting, and

management of pre-operational and operational systems

activity. Through the Department of State, the

Department of Transportation . . should seek inter-
national utilization of the pre-operational system, and

should initiate cooperative activity with other nations
to establish an operational system in the Atlantic and

Pacific oceanic areas by 1980." (January 7 policy)

2. "The Government shall utilize commercial telecommu-
nications facilities to the maximum extent feasible."

(7 January policy)

"The policy of the U. S. is ownership of communications
systems in the private sector; accordingly, the ownership

of the U. S. portion of both the pre-operational and

operational systems must be in the private sector.
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Although our foreign counterparts typically provide

communications with government-owned systems,

we should encourage the Europeans to adopt a private

ownership approach for the aeronautical satellite

program . . All procurements within a joint

international aeronautical satellite program shall be

international competitive bid." (Letter to FAA

Administrator 12 July 1971)

3. "It is possible that a single system combining the

functions of communications and position fixing to

support both maritime and aviation services would

permit economic benefits in a worldwide operational

system." (7 January policy)

"Since the pre-operational aeronautical satellite program

is the first step toward the establishment of such a

'system and could establish many precedents, the

institutional, technical and financial arrangements

of a joint pre-operational international aerosat program

should be consistent with this longer term goal. The

possibility of a multiple user system in the pre-operational

system should not be precluded until such time as it
would cause significant delay in the aerosat program."

(12 July latter to FAA Administrator)
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Memorandum of Understanding 

The FAA (with assistance from DOT and DOS) began discussions in June

1971 with a European group for aeronautical satellites, headed by the

Spanish Air Minister, consisting of working representatives from nine

member countries of the European Space Conference, and four other

countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, and the Philippines). These

discussions were in accordance with OMB guidance to consider a

cooperative international program.

The understandings reached are contained in an ad referendum

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which creates an experimental,

pre-operational program for test and evaluation of satellite communica-

tion for air traffic control which is a necessary step to establish

international agreement on technical operational standards and operating

procedures by 1980.

The ad referehdum MOU is now before the governments concerned for.,
- 

approval. The essential features are:

, a. Provision of joint 'US/European procurement of satellites,

control stations, and test avionics sufficient to place two

satellites, each over the Atlantic and Pacific by 1977 at

a cost ranging between $125 and $142 million;

b. Provision for separate but coordinated procurement of ground

stations and pre-production aircraft avionics;

c. Provision for use without charge of satellite capability by

the major partners arYd other nations wishing to join in the

coordinated aeronautical experimentation;

d. Partnership management arrangements for the U.S. and

Europe including:

joint and equal funding;

(2) joint and equal management requiring unanimous

US/European agreement through an Aerosat Council

on which the U.S. and the Europeans (as a group)

would each have one vote. This is equivalent to a

veto by either party and provides each party with

essential control over all aspects of the program

beyond the basic provisions of the MOU;
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joint and equal ownership of two communication satellites

over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans;

(4) a fair and reasonable distribution of the work in recogni-

tion of the joint funding among member states of the

ESRO states participating in the joint program and the

U. S. The FAA and ESRO agree that this will result in

approximately equal distribution of contract responsibi-

lities through subcontract between U.S. and Europe.

e. Participation on anon-partnership, advisory basis by

Australia, Canada, and most probably Japan, each contrib-

uting $4 million and engaging actively in the testing and

evaluation effort but on a non-production basis.

f. The MOU terminates on or before 1 January 1980, without

prejudice to follow-on arrangements.

••••

AV



III. Options 

The courses of action open to the U. S. Government are:

Option One - Approve signing of the ad referendum MOU and fund the
program as defined.

Option Two - Renegotiate after disapproval of the ad referendum MOU
by proposing to the Europeans, as well as the Japanese, Canadians, and
Australians, further discussions with government communications
officials as to how best to meet broad communications needs for the
1970's, including aeronautical satellite. (Such discussions would not be
with the European Space Research Organization (ESRO). )
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IV. Discussion on Options 

A. Approve the Ad Referendum MOU and Fund the Program

(Option One) 

1. Arguments for this Option 

a. The U. S. should sign the MOU and fund the

program since it represents a highly satis-

factory arrangement with significant benefits

for international aviation, international

relations, the U. S. Government and U. S.

industry.

b. This pre-operational/experimental program

offers the only prospect for adoption of an

ICAO standard and an internationally accepted

implementation plan by 1980.

•
C. Since this is an experimental program in air

traffic control (although not in satellite

communications technology), only governments

are willing to defray the air traffic control

expenses and all existing offers are premised

On major government support by investment or

guaranteed lease payments. Equal participation

by Europe and financial contributions by Canada,

Austrealia, and Japan will lessen the load on the

U. S. taxpayer and create a sound precedent for

other experimental space programs in which the

Administration has sought to enlist European

cooperation.

d. International participation will produce a balance

of payments inflow of at least $30 million in this

program while satisfying strong foreign demands

for a responsible role in space exploration. In

view of the contributions from Australia, Canada,

and Japan, the expected cost to the partners is

$56 million each, assuming an estimated total-. T
spa

.
ce segment cost of $125 million. The expected

return to U. S. industry is in excess of

$85 million.
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e. Government investment will be limited to the
pre-operational/experimental phase which is
consistent with the nature of the program.
The program arrangements will thus preclude
any precedent for Government involvement in

commercial operations.

f. The U. S. will insist that the subsequent operational

system will be organized on a private lease basis.

g. A joint program will create an atmosphere
conducive to the establishment of satisfactory
commercial arrangements for an operational

capability useful not only to aeronautical
authorities but to other mobile service users
who, by or before 1980, may develop requirements.

h. Government investment, which is consistent with
our operation of other experimental programs,
will minimize costs to the U. S. taxpayer by

utilizing existing management capability,

reducing administrative complexity, especially
in the U. S. -European interface (the Europeans
have rejected participation on a lease basis and
-insist on investing). Government investment to

minimize costs and reduce administrative
complexity is supported by U. S. manufacturing

industry.

i. The propOSed partnership arrangement entails
European sharing of responsibilities for manage-

ment and production in return for full sharing of

costs. Production sharing has been used in

NATO and INTELSAT and is still being considered

in NATO negotiations. It is an essential part of

the partnership arrangement of this program.

2. Arguments Against this Option 

a. This program can, if properly structured with
tli6 Europeans, provide the seed for development
of a new mobile communications industry. Since
the satellites for this program are designed for
5-7 years, there is concern that we are now
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structuring the institutions for aeronautical
communications, and, more generally perhaps, a
mobile communications industry for the next
decade and beyond. The American Institute for
Merchant Shipping has asked that the Policy of
7 January be augmented to assure full maritime
participation. The Maritime Administration
even now has a program underway leading to
a maritime satellite system. If allowed to
develop, this industry may gross from $500M
to $1 billion in the first decade. It can provide
work in excess of $150 million to our aerospace
and electronic industries in the next five years.
For this reason, the central thrust of policy
should be to permit a fair and equal competition
by U.S. and European industries without govern-
mental guarantees. In the tentative agreement,
competition is restricted by providing for sharing
of production, and the management and ownership
arrangements practically foreclose private
sector venture investment.

b. The proposed FAA/ESRO program may establish
a precedent of joint government management and
_ownership which would be difficult to reverse in
1980 when the pre-operational project concludes.

c. The MOU includes a program of satellite develop-
ment'using technology generally available from

prior U.S.: aerospace efforts and, in effect, may
subsidize European aerospace industry.

d. The proposed management, production sharing,

and ownership arrangements contravene private

sector incentives for investment of venture

capital and, as a result, the joint FAA/ESRO

program is opposed by U.S. communications

carriers and several aerospace firms. The

international air carriers, both U. S. and foreign,

are also opposed because of expected increased

coats. The Air Transport Association is concerned

because of implications of government ownership
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and European influence of the satellite

communications serving our domestic air

carfier routes between the U.S. Mainland

and Hawaii.

c. The production arrangements encourage the

concept of sharing production by political

agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent

in the future, which is contrary to U. S. interests.

In this respect, the draft MOU is inconsistent

with U.S. positions in other international forums,

e., INTELSAT and NATO. The Secretary of

Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to divided management and production sharing

for the new NATO Integrated Communications

System. An agreement for production sharing

for this program would seriously undermine

credibility of the U.S. in NATO negotiations.

f. Finally, the draft MOU is inconsistent with the

Mutual Security Act of 1954, Section 414. The

MOU commits the U.S. to provide access to

Technology prior to the review by the Munitions

Control Board that the Act requires.

It is doubtful that the Europeans have the will

to carry ovt any threat to go forward alone in

producing an air control traffic system using

satellite communications if we do not accept

the present agreement.

11. Approval of this program prior to Congressional

action authorizing U.S. funds for the programs

is unwise because legislative approval cannot

be guaranteed, especially in the light of publicly .
expressed Congressional opposition and industry
attitudes toward the program. Embarrassment
to .the U. S. among the Europeans would follow
signature of the MOU now if Congress were later

to refuse funds for the program.
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B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad Referendum MOU 

(Option Two)

1. Arguments for this Option

a. Concern has been expressed that unilateral U. S.

alteration to the proposed Memorandum of

Understanding would be harmful to our foreign

relations and has suggested that ICAO would

block approval of the operational system.

These fears are not well founded for several

reasons:

(1) The FAA, including its Administrator, has

continually made it clear that the discussions

were exploratory and that a review of the

tentative agreements by the respective

governments, both U.S. and European,

would be necessary.

(2) No essential ICAO action is necessary

until the middle of the decade, and it is

difficult to believe that present differences

will have discernible effects on a world

body of 122 nations in 1980.

(3) The French and German space communities

have provided the principal motivation and

'guidance for the evolution of the European

vieWs. In assessing the impact of renegotia-

tion, it must be understood that there is a

clear distinction between the aviation

ministries, the international air carriers,

and the French and the German space

communities. While the French and German

aviation ministries, and to a lesser extent

the British aviation ministry, tend to be

influenced by the views of their respective

space communities, other European

aviation ministries and governments are

= believed to have few strong fundamental

views concerning the specific arrangements

embodied in the proposed MOU.
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b. The fundamental focus of current concern should not

be the draft MOU, but the central issue, which is:

Can a cooperative program be structured which is

consistent with Administration policy, and can such

a program now be negotiated without unacceptable

effects on foreign relations.

C.

The answer to this question can never be known unless

further negotiation is at least attempted. There are

reasons to believe it may succeed. While proposals

to alter the program will definitely cause adverse

reaction from the French and German space commu-

nities, we believe that the overall reaction of

governments can be minimized by firm and tactful

negotiation. The Europeans are uncertain about the

outcome, and it is proposed, therefore, to use this

uncertainty to negotiate arrangements consistent

with broader United States objectives.

The U.S. should accept the temporary political cost

of disapproving the draft MOU while discussing with

the communications officials of the European and other

governments the real problem of providing satellite

communications to all who cross the seas.

The U.S. should deal with the whole oceanic satellite

communications problem, not merely a limited system

directed to air traffic control, and discussions with all

interested States should be lifted out of the space-

aviation area and concentrated among those foreign

officials responsible for communication problems.

In this different environment, the need to have an

oceanic satellite communications system could be

presented along with other programs the U.S. is

prepared to undertake. Starting anew on a broader

base, the U.S. can be consistent in pursuing its

objective of maintaining communications in the private

sector and allowing industry to enter fairly and com-

petitively.
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2. Arguments Against this Option

a. Disapproval of the MOU in anticipation of
broader discussions and negotiations in the
future is both unnecessary and undesirable.

b. It is premature to attempt to discuss "the
whole oceanic satellite communications problem"
because mobile service requirements, other than
air traffic, cannot be defined at this time. Further-
more, efforts to broaden the program could be
interpreted as a U. S. step toward undermining
the INTELSAT Agreement.

C. The expected capability (consistent with economic
constraints) of the pre-operational/experimental
satellite system (two satellites over each ocean)
is needed to meet the aeronautical test and
evaluation goals. Hence, it is not essential
to consider now the broader issue of multiple-
users, except on an experimental basis which
is provided for in the MOU, and the aeronautical
satellite can be isolated for separate and immediate
consideration.

•••••

d. The discussions leading to the MOU were
conducted with the representatives of the
governments involved selected by those govern-
ments. It is unreasonable to expect that negotia-
tions with'ioreign government communications
officials would be possible or would result in a
more favorable agreement for the U.S. on the
immediately needed aeronautical satellite
program than the present MOU. Further, given
the complexity of the overall oceanic communica-
tions problem and the need to reconsider the
Communications Act of 1962 under this option,
the time necessary to attempt to negotiate a
more general agreement will delay even further
the consummation of any agreement in an area
wlijre immediate action is needed and render
impossible the goal of a 1980 operational system.
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e. Disapproval would greatly disturb the Europeans

(as well as Canada, Australia, and Japan) and

cast strong doubts on our credibility with regard

to proceeding on any joint aeronautical or space

venture. It might also endanger ratification of

the recently-negotiated definitive arrangements

kr INTELSAT. This option is in fact self-defeating

since the best way to establish a cooperative

framework for a future program would be to

first establish a short-run cooperative relation-

ship on the proposed joint program as defined

in the 1\10U.

f. It will "sour" the ICAO outlook with respect to

U.S. views on aeronautical satellites and other

issues of international civil aviation and would

result in a clear diminution of U.S. influence

and leadership in ICAO. •

It would lead to an independent European/

Canadian action in the Atlantic (since they have

the technology, the funds, and the assurance of

a U.S. launch) which would put the U. S. Govern-

ment and industry at a clear disadvantage with

-respect to an operational system and create

vested interests effectively precluding a broad-

based approach to oceanic mobile communications

in the future. It also would provide an "opening"

for seeking eventually to recover their costs for

such a prcTgram by "user" charges on inter-

national traffic in the Atlantic where two-thirds

of the passengers are U.S. citizens.



V. Recommendations 

a.

- 1 5 -

The DOT/FAA -and DOS strongly recommend that the

Administration approve the MOU and fund the program

(Option One). The discussions leading to the MOU were

conducted in accordance with OTP guidance; the stated

OTP objectives of ?.January have been met, and the

program represents a highly satisfactory arrangement

with significant benefits for international aviation,

international relations, the U.S. Government, and U.S.

industry.

b. The Assistant to the President for International Economic

Affairs recommends renegotiations (Option Two) to seek an

agreement more consistent with the Administration's

international economic objectives.

c. The., OMB recommends renegotiation on the basis that the

proposed MOU:

1. Is contrary to U.S. commercial and balance of trade

interests;

2. Is likely to lead to management and budgeting

differences with the European partners that will

soon undermine the good will created by going ahead

at this time;
•••••

3. Is contrary to published Administration policy to an

extent that will be difficult and potentially embarrassing

to justify to Congress and to industry (Senate Commerce

Committee has scheduled bearings which it feels should

precede signing of the MOU);

4. -Adds $60 million unnecessarily to the FAA budget

that is not included in current planning (House and

Senate Appropriations Committees have indicated

opposition and concern).
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cl. The Office of Telecommunications Policy recommends
renegotiation (Option Two). The United States should
seek a cooperative program consistent with the fundamental
policies and objectives of this Administration. A successful
program cannot be based on management-by-consensus
proposed in the MOU, with the implicit European veto which
practically guarantees program delays and cost over-runs.
It is likely to bring about more contention than cooperation
with Europe and other nations. Renegotiation offers the
prospect of a cooperative program consistent with investment
incentives for the private sector rather than government
ownership as proposed.

•'•
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?..1Crtifc6 Zfafes Zerrafe
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

October 26, 1971

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead, Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

I am transmitting herewith a copy Of a letter

dated October 14 from Mr. Stuart G. Tiptori, President
of the Air 'Transport Association, and a copy of my

letter to the Honorable John A. Volpe, Secretary of

*Transportation. The correspondence relates to a

proposed agreement for a joint international program

of preoperational trials of satellites for civil

aviation.

It would be -helpful for the Subcommittee to

have your comments on the points raised by

Mr. Tipton, with particular reference to the review

of this matter within the Executive Branch. Your

early response is requested.

With kind regards.

RCB:Wk

Sine re

Robert 

Y,

Robert C. Byrd

Chairman
Subcommittee on the

Department of Transportation

and Related Agencies
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ST1.1.1...2.T 0. TIPION

Honorable Robert C. Byrd
Chairman
Subcommittee on Transportation
Committee on Appropriations
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

1000 CONNECTICUT AVENUE, N.w.
WAS1-11NG1 ON. D. C. 2.X.I4

October 14, 1971
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Te Federal Aviation Administration has been meeting with
representatives of foreign governments primarily European to dis-
cuss a joint program of preoperational trials of satellites for civil
aviation. Subject to the approval of the Office of Management and
Budget, the present plan is to sign an agreement with these govern-
ments on November 3, 1971.- If this agreement is signed, the plan
is to set up an administrative organization which will issue a,
request for proposals for Atlantic and Pacific satellites which will
cost initially in the neighborhood of $140 million. The U. S. share
of this program would be approximately $70 million. If the pre-
operational trials are successful, they would lead to an operational
program, the objective of which_ would be to provide aeronautical
service which would become mandatory for civil aircraft, primarily

airlines, in the Atlantic and Pacific areas. Further, the govern-
ments will expect the airlines, and other users, to pay the full
expense of providing such operational satellite service. Thus the
airlines are highly concerned that the government's proposed pro-
gram is too extensive and unnecessarily complex and expensive.

The airlinesto be served by such a program have repeatedly
expressed strong opposition in0),,-,Gual y and through our Association
.and the International Air Trans-pont Association. The airlines believe
that a program of this ri-lagnitudc and cost is completely unjustified
at this tirne and therefar urge thqi there b€•.no tentatie approval
for the funds which will bc r.uired. .:-\1t1-,ol-th it is cicai- that .
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aeronautical satellites will be needed in the future for communicating
with aircraft in the Atlantic and Pacific areas, more research is
needed before preoperational trials should be undertaken. It th the
recommendation of the airlines that this research and development
be accomplished by utililing already planned and funded NASA
research- satellites such as the so-called ATS-F. Our preliminary
investigation of utilizing ATS-F indicates that this is a distinct
possibility, but if further detailed exploration indicates that ATS-F
can't fully provide the research capability required for civil aviation,
there are strong indications that the alternative of programming a
single U. S. research satellite for these specific purposes of develop-
ing aeronautical_ communications could be accomplished at a cost to
the U. S. of approximately $25 - $30 million. In either case the U. S.
would retain full control of the development at a substantially lower
cost.

Without belaboring all of the technical and operational issues,
which are numerou and substantive, to proceed with the FAA/European
program isunquestionably to impose an unnecessary and wasteful
threefold drain on the economy of the United States consisting of:

1. The initial outlay of some $70 million for the U.S.
50 percent portion of the space segment of the
program; and this amounts to little more than a
down-payment in a program that is already -
envisaged to range from $500 million to $1 billion.

2. A $30 - $50 million outlay for avionics to equip new
and retrofit current aircraft; actually, the upper
limit is indeterminable because the system design
is embryonic at best.

3. The concomitant handing over of 50 percent of the
space hardware job to non-U. S. electronic/space
firms.

Perhaps most objectionable, or at least most uniquely object-
ionable, is that the program LITIzatuitously extends to the European
group a direct voice in the policies, operations, and cost recovery
.methods of the communications system that is to serve aircraft
operating between the state of Hawaii and the other states of this
nation.
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It is our understanding that the Office of Telecommunications

Policy will shortly conduct a review within the executive branch of

this entire matter. We urge that any formal or informal approval of

the FAA program be withheld until this matter receives further

consider4tion. _

Cordially,

k

S. G. Tipton •)

cc: All Members of Transportation Subcommittee

Honorable' Milton R. Young

Honorable glifford P. Case



October 26, 1971

Honorable John A. Volpe
Secretary of Transportation
Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear lir. Secretary:

There is enclosed herelrith a copy of a letter
dated October 14 from Mr. Stuart G. Tipton of the Air
Transport Association expressing strong opposition and
raising pertinent questions with regard to the signing
of an agrceuent for a joint international program of
preoperational trials of satellites for civil aviation.

It uould be nost heInful for the Subcommittee
to have your com=nts on the points raised in Nr. Tipton's
letter. An early response will be appreciated.

With kind regards.

RCB :Wiz

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Robert C. Byrd
Chairmsn
Subcormittee on the
Dcpartment of Transportation

and Related, Agencies
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'antic?) Zfafez Zenafe
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

Mr. 'Clay-T. Whitehead, Director

Office of Telecommunications Policy

3800 "G' Street

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

October 29, 1971

Forwarded herewith is a copy of a letter I have received

from Mr. Stuart, G. Tipton, President, Air Trans-port Association.

You will.laote that in the last paragraph of his letter

Mr. Tipton indicates that it is his understanding your office will

be reviewing the Federal Aviation Administration proposed program

for the use of satellites in civil aviation. The letter is very

articulate and succinctly sets out strong arguments against such a

program.

I would appreciate any information which you can provide

torat at this time. as well as a report on a.ny findings which may be

developed by your office.

Best regards.

GA:jet

1 Enclosure afs

Sincerely yours,

'-''',/?'<•47
(617f% -;,?,(

'Cioi doni Al lott

United States Senator

••••
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CE OF THE PRESIDENT 1OXI ECT1CUT AVENUE. N.W.

ITUART 0. TIPTON WASHINGTON. D. C. 20.56

Honorable Robert C. Byrd
Chairman
Subcommittee on Transportation
Committee on Appropriations
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr, Chairman;

4)/12/3A-470--4',6
October 14, 1971

-

The Federal Aviation Administration has been meeting with
representatives of foreign governments primarily European to dis-
cuss a joint program of preoperational trials of satellites for civil
aviation. Subject to the approval of the Office of Management and
Budget, the present plan is to_sign an agreement with these govern-
ments on November 3, 1971. If this agreement is signed, the plan
is to set up an administrative organization which will issue a•
request for proposals for Atlantic and Pacific satellites which will
cost initially in the neighborhood of $140 million. The U. S. share
of this program would be approximately $70 million. If the pre-
operational trials are successful, they would lead to an operational
program, the objective of which-would be to provide aeronautical
service which would become mandatory for civil aircraft, primarily
airlines, in the Atlantic and Pacific areas. Further, the govern-
ments will expect the airlines, and other users, to pay the full
expense of providing such operational satellite service. Thus the 
airlines are hi hl concerned that the Jovernment's ro osed .ro--•

firam is too extensive and unnecessarily complex and expensive_.

The airlines  to be serv-ed by such a pro ,ram have renclaLilly_

_expressed strong opposition individually and through our Association

and the International Air Transo.ort Association. The airlines believe

that a program of this magnitude and cost is completely unjustified

. at this time and therefore urge that-there be no tentative approval

for the funds which will be required. Although it is clear that •
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aeronautical satellites will be needed in the future for communicating
with aircraft in the Atlantic and Pacific areas, more research is

needed before preoperational trials should be undertaken, it is the
recommendation of the airlines that this research and development
be accomplished by utilizing already planned and funded ...a654,-.
research satellites such as the so-called ATS-F. Our preliminary
investigation of utilizing ATS-F indicates that this is a distinct
possibility, but if further detailed exploration indicates that ATS-F
can't fully provide the research capability required for civil aviation,
there are strong indications that the alternative of programming a
single U. S. research satellite for these specific purposes of develop-
ing aeronautical communications could be accomplished at a cost to
the U. S. of approximately $25 - $30 million. In either case the U. S.
would retain full control of the development at a substantially lower
cost.

Without belai?oring all of the technical and operational issues,
which are numerous and substantive, to proceed with the FAA/European
program is unquestionably to impose an unnecessary and wasteful
threefold drain on the economy of the United States consisting of:

1. v!PheAnitial-,Toutla.y of:.some$70-thillion'for:the,t1.1.3
• 4=50:-perc:entportion; of :the .space • segment- of.thel

program; and this amounts to little more than a
down-payment in a program that is already '
envisaged to range from $500 million to $1 billion.

2. crA130.7,-F,$50 million outlay- for-avionics-Jo. equip .neyt;-;
aircraft;:actuallythe upper

limit is indeterminable because the system design
is embryonic at best.

3. The concomitant handing over of 50 percent of the
space hardware job to non-U. S. electronic/space
firms,

Perhaps most objectionable, or at least most uniquely object-
ionable, is that the program grkauitously extends to the European
group a direct voice in the policies, operations, and cost recovery
rnethods of the communications §'stem that is to serve aircraft
operating between the state of Hawaii and the other states of this
nation.



It is our understanding that the Office of Telecommunications

Policy will shortly conduct a review within the executive branch of

this entire matter. We urge that any formal or informal approval of

the FAA program be withheld until this matter receives further

consideration. _

Cordially,

• .c
•

.1;1,. • --- :

S. G. Tipton

cc: All Members of Transportation Subcommittee

Honorable Milton_R. Young

Honorable Clifford P. Case
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COMMITTEE ON

AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

October 30, 1971

The Honorable Spiro T. Agnew, Chairman

National Aeronautics and Space Council

Washington, D. C.

Dear Chairman:

This Committee has consistently supported the directing of

satellites and space technology towards application § to meet the needs

of the people. The. outs.tanding success of meteorological and

communications satellites has proved the worth of this emphasis.

•One area with which the Committee has been concerned is the

so-called navigation satellite which later became a navigation/

communication/traffic control satellite and has subsequently evolved

into what is now known as the aeronautical satellite.

This promising application, which would allow position fixing

and communications with over-water aircraft which are not now

possible, was presented to this Committee as part of NASA's last .

year's (FY 1971) budget request and approved unanimously. Subse-

quently, however, this project was removed from NASA; by a

directive from the Office of Telecomm-tnications Policy, and

assigned to the FAA. NASA was relegated to an advisory role.

As you arc probably.aware, there is substantial difference of

opinion within the Executive Branch as to how this project should now

proceed. MDreover, under this policy, it appears that there would

have to be created in the FAA a capability to develop the aeronauti
cal

satellites. This capability already exists in NASA and in the past

NASA has been the sole civilian agency to undertake such civil

developments for the governmz,.nt as in the case of the meteorological

and the earth resources survey test satellites. Of course, there

could be no objection to FAA being the lead agency as they will be 
the

operational user; however, ij is not clear that it is necessary that 
FAA

should therefore undertake th6 development of the space Segment of

that air traffic control system without a more precise delineation 
of

the responsibilities of NASA.



The Honorable Spiro T. Agnew

October 30, 1971

Page Two

In view of the fact that this problem ,lirectly affects at least

three statutory memb.ers of the National Aeronautics and Space C
ouncil,

it would seem appropriate that the Council would review this matt
er in

an effort to -resolve the dispiae.

The nation -has spent bialions of dollars in building up our spa
ce

technology and in developing the competence of NASA which 
has become

one of the most successful federal agencies in history. I am certain .

that, as directed by the OTP, they stand ready to assist in the 
develop-

ment of this new aeronautical satellite system_ It would be a shame •

if this project should die or be substantially delayed because 
of the

inability of our institutions to make a positive decision to get
 started

and move ahead.

I would appreciate it if you could advise /71:: of your views
 on

this matter at an early date.

Si .rely yours,

•

e.1,4,44P%

Clinton P. Anderson

Chairrnan
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The President _
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. President:

9JCrri1eb Zenate
COMM ITTCE ON APPROPRIATIONS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

December 2. 1971

I have been informed that the Administration is currently
reviewing a proposed Memorandum of Understanding which has
been negotiated by the Federal Aviation Administration with the
European spade cOmmunity for a Government-owned satellite
system, to pr-ovide communications for international, aviation.
It is my understanding that this program is opposed by Comsat
and the United States aerospace and aviation industries. In
addition, the proposed agreement appears to be inconsistent with
the Administration policy enunciated by the President's Office
of Telecommunications Policy in January 1971.

I am concerned that this prpppsecl .agreemept_will_pstablish
precedents which are detrimental to U. S. industry.and Government,. •
More specifically, I aria—concerned about the following matters:

(1) The potential extensive financial
commitment involved.

(2) The apparent lack of effort expended
in exploring alternatives such as private financing or the utilization
of existing systems.

(3) The veto power possessed by the
European group over policy affecting the United States.

Because of the ex-Atinf_:,, opposition in private industry and
because 1 understand that 'there is some opposition to this plan by
certain members of Congress, it would appear prudent that it be
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GORDON ALLOTT
COLOR A DO

The President
December 2, 1971
Page 2

the siibject-of extensive review by. appropriate Congressional
Committees prior to your making a final decision on this matter.
Therefore, it is my hope thatyou will defer any irreversible
decision in this regard until such a review has been made.

Best regards.

GA: jet

Sincerel yours,

0

Gordon Allott
United States Senator

•

,
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Honorable John A. Volpe
. Secretary
Department of Transportation

Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear Mr. Secretary':

COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

December 3, 1971

The Committee on Commerce has recently become acquainted with

the program sponsored by the Department of Transportation's Federal

Aviation Administration and the European Space Consortium, ESBO, to

jointly and coopratively develop and own a pre-operational aero-

'nautical communications satellite system.

On Tuesday, November 30, the Subcommittee on Aviation was provided

a briefing on this matter by Mr. John Shaffer and Mr. David Israel of

the FAA. The'briefing was requested by Senator Cannon because of

reports that the U. S. was about to enter into - an agreement of under-

standing with the European Consortium.

During the briefing many questions arose regarding the details

and ramifications of the proposed agreement. Indeed, the questions

were so fundamentally significant and far-reaching that it appears 
the

Committee has the responsibility to conduct a full hearing into 
this

ratter to establish a record which might help Congress' make a 
judgment

as to the wisdom of entering into the agreement.

Senator Cannon and Senator Pastore, Chairman of the Commu
nications

Subcommittee of this Committee have asked me to schedule 
hearings on

this matter which I have done. At that time, the Committee will invite

testimony not only from the Government but from other interest
ed parties

as well. Senator Cannon will 35reside.
'a I,

1 am sending a letter to the Chairman of the Senate Appropr
iations

Committee asking that that Committee defer any possible decisions re
-

garding funding for this project until the Commerce Committee has ha
d

an opportunity to complete its inqtdry. Because this matter is of such
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Honorable'John A. Volpe

.Page.. 2 - -
December 3, 1971

: . .

7" - tiCeigURCIIM : 777' 7 '77".

• great national and international importance I hope we can further 
examine the situation before any final resolution.

While I am cognizant that the undertaking of proposed action
is probably authorized by provisions of the Federal Aviation Act, it
seems possible that Congress might wish to consider more specific
authoiwizations for a venture of this magnitude.

I

• The Committee appreciates your cooperation With our request and
will look forward td'a full exploration of all facets of this situationiw.

!1..!ii during the public hearings.. ,
011

'nest wishes.
111 1, • L.

t :‘

WGM/rgr

: Sincerely yours,

WARREN G. MAGNUS
Chairman

.016
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JOINT AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM 
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II Ad Referendum Memorandum of Understanding
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1. Arguments for this option

2. Arguments against this option
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1. Arguments for this option

2. Arguments against this option
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Joint Aeronautical Satellite Program

I. Background*

During the past several years, the Administration has been actively

encouraging the application of satellite technology to improve the safety

and efficiency of international civil aviation.

a. Telecommunication Policy Objective 

b.

Consistent with the Administration's policy of lessening the

Federal Government's role in activities which more

appropriately can be undertaken in the private sector, the

Office of Telecommunications Policy supports the development

of the satellite communications services required for air

traffic control by private, non-Government entities. Its

objective is an international arrangement providing oceanic

satellite communication services from a commercial

organization.

Air Traffic Control Objective 

All interested agencies favor the immediate development

of an air traffi-c scontrol program utilizing satellite com-

munications in order to establish by 1980 internationally

approved operational satellites and procedures. Under

treaty, operational activation of satellite telecommunications

for air traffic control resuires International Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) approval of technical specifications

and international regional understanding on operating

procedures.

c. Policy of January 7, 1971 

On January 7, 1971, the Office of Telecommunications

Policy issued a policy statement to encourage expeditious

action on a pre-operational/experimental program in air

traffic control utilizing satellite communications with the

following objectives:

"1. Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic viability

of international civil aviation.
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Promote the timely and useful application of technological

advances to assure adequate, reliable, and economic

telecommunications for air traffic control, operational• . •
control, and search and rescue.

"3. Assure that program institutional arrangements are

responsive to the requirements of the users, compatible

with the evolving National Aviation System, and consiste
nt

with the foreign policy objectives and commitments of the

United States.

"4. Encourage international cooperation in research, develop-

ment, and applications programs within an institutional

framework which assures effective utilization of resources.

"5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such

as independent surveillance and navigation.

"6. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs

and encourage the use of facilities available from the

private sector."

The 7 January policy and subsequent letters to the FAA and DOS

of 12 July directed that:

1. "The Department of Transportation . . . is to be the

lead management agency, and to assume responsibili
ty

for defining requirements, program budgeting, and

management of pre-operational and operational s
ystems

activity. Through the Department of State, the

Department of Transportation . . . should seek 
inter-

national utilization of the pre-operational system
, and

should initiate cooperative activity with other n
ations

to establish an operational system in the Atlantic 
and

Pacific oceanic areas by 1980." (January 7 policy
)

2. "The Government shall utilize commercial telecomm
u-

nications facilities to the maximum extent feasible."

(7 January policy)

"The policy of the U. S. is ownership of communications

systems in the private sector; accordingly, the o,.vnersHID

of the U. S. portion of both the pre-operational and

operational systems must be in the private sector.
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Although our for.eign counterparts typically prov
ide

communications with government-owned system
s,

we should encourage the Europeans to adop
t a private

ownership approach for the aeronautical satelli
te

program • . All procurements within a joint

international aeronautical satellite program sha
ll be

international competitive bid." (Letter to F
AA

' Administrator 12 July 1971)

• "It is possible that a single system combining the

functions of communications and position fixing to

support both maritime and aviation services would

permit economic benefits in a worldwide operation
al

system." (7 January policy)

"Since the pre-operational aeronautical satellite p
rogram

is the first step toward the establishment of such a

system and could establish many precedents, the

institutional, technical and financial arrangements

of a joint pre-operational international aero sat prog
ram

should be consistent with this longer term goal. The

possibility of a multiple user system in the pre-oper
ational

system should not be precluded until such time as it

would cause significant delay in the aerosat program."

(12 July latter to FAA Administrator)



-

1.1. Memorandum of Understanding 

•

The FAA (with assistance from
 DOT and DOS) began discussions in Jun

e

1971 with a European group fo
r aeronautical satellites, headed by

 the

Spanish Air Minister, consisti
ng of working representatives from

 nine

member countries of the Europe
an Space Conference, and four o

ther

countries (Australia, Canada, Ja
pan, and the Philippines). Thes

e

discussions were in accordance w
ith OMB guidance to consider a

cooperative international program.

The understandings reached are co
ntained in an ad referendum

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU
) which creates an experimental

,

pre-operational program for test an
d evaluation of satellite communi

ca-

tion for air traffic control which is 
a necessary step to establish

international agreement on technical 
operational standards and operati

ng

procedures by 1980.

The ad referendum MOU is now befor
e the governments concerned fo

r .

approval. The essential features are:

a. Provision of joint US/European procure
ment of satellites,

control stations, and test avionics suffi
cient to place two

satellites, each over the Atlantic and P
acific by 1977 at

a cost ranging between $125 and $142 mi
llion;

b. Provision for separate but coordinated 
procurement of ground

stations and pre-production aircraft 
avionics;

c. Provision for use without charge of 
satellite capability by

the major partners an-it' other nations wishing to joi
n in the

coordinated aeronautical experime
ntation;

d. Partnership management arrang
ements for the U.S. and

Europe including:

(1) joint and equal funding;

(2) joint and equal management 
requiring unanimous

US/European agreement thr
ough an Aerosat Council

on which the U.S. and the Eu
ropeans (as a group)

would each have one vote. This is equivalent to a

veto by either party and provides each 
party %%all

essential co.ntrol over all aspects o
f the program

beyond the basic provisions of the MOU
;
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(3) joint arid equal ownership of two communication satellites

over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans;

(4) a fair and reasonable distribution of the work in recogni-

tion of the joint funding among member states. of the

ESRO states participating in the joint program and the

U.S. The FAA and ESRO agree that this will 'result in

approximately equal distribution of contract responsibi-

lities through subcontract between U.S. and Europe.

e. Participation on a non-partnership, advisory basis by

Australia, Canada, and most probably Japan, each contrib-

uting $4 million and engaging actively in the testing and

evaluation effort but on a non-production basis.

f. The MOU terminates on or before 1 January 1980, without

prejudice to follow-on arrangements.



-

III. Options 

The courses of action open to the U. S. Government are:

Option One- Approve signing of the ad referendum MOU and fund the
program as defined.

Option Two - Renegotiate after disapproval of the ad referendum MOU
by proposing to the Europeans, as well as the Japanese, Canadians, and
Australians, further discussions with government communications
officials as to how best to meet broad communications needs for the
1970's, including aeronautical satellite. (Such discussions would not be
with the European Space Research Organization (ESR0). )1...........

•

•
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IV. Discussion on Options 

A. Approve the Ad Referendum MOU and Fund the Program

(Option One) 

1. Arguments for this Option 

a. The U. S. should sign the MOU and fund the

program since it represents a highly satis-

factory arrangement with significant benefits

for international aviation, international

relations, the U. S. Government and U. S.

industry.

This pre-operational/experimental program

offers the only prospect for adoption of an

ICAO standard and an internationally accepted

implementation plan by 1980.

c. Since this is an experimental program in air

traffic control (although not in satellite

communications technology), only governments

are willing to defray the air traffic control

expenses and all existing offers are premised

On major government support by investment or

guaranteed lease payments. Equal participation

by Europe and financial contributions by Canada,

Australia, and Japan will.lessen the load on the •

U. S. taxpayer and create a sound precedent for

other experimental space programs in which the

Administration has sought to enlist European

cooperation.

d. International participation will produce a balance

of payments inflow of at least $30 million in this

program while satisfying strong foreign demands

for a responsible role in space exploration. In

view of the contributions from Australia, Canada,

and Japan, the expected cost to the partners is

$56 million each, assuming an estimated total

space segment cost of $125 million, The expected

return.to U. S. industry is in excess of

$85 million.
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e. Government investment will be
 limited to the

pre-operational/experimental
 phase which is

consistent with the nature of th
e program.

The program arrangements w
ill thus preclude

any precedent for Governm
ent involvement in

commercial operations.

f. The U. S. will insist that th
e subsequent operational

_system will be organized o
n a private lease basis.

A joint program will create a
n atmosphere

conducive to the establishmen
t of satisfactory

commercial arrangements fo
r an operational

capability useful not only to 
aeronautical

authorities but to other mobile 
service users

who, by or before 1980, may d
evelop requirements.

h. Government investment, which
 is consistent with

our operation of other experime
ntal programs,

will minimize costs to the U. S.
 taxpayer by

utilizing existing management c
apability,

• reducing administrative complex
ity, especially

in the U. S. -European interface 
(the Europeans

have rejected participation on a le
ase basis and

-insist on investing). Government
 investment to

minimize costs and reduce admini
strative

c'orraplexity is supported by U. S. 
manufacturing

industry.

1. The propo-sed partnership' arran
gement entails

European sharing of responsibi
lities for manage-

ment and production in return f
or full sharing of

costs. Production sharing has
 been used in

NATO and INTELSAT and is st
ill being considered

in NATO negotiations. It is an essential part
 of

the partnership arrangement 
of this program.

Arguments Against this Optio
n 

a. This program can, if proper
ly structured with

the Europeans, provide the 
seed for development 4:44

of a new mobile communicati
ons industry. Sinc,

the satellites for this progra
m are designed for

- 5-7 years, there is concern t
hat we are now
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structuring the institutions for aeronautical

communications, and, more generally perhaps, a

mobile communications industry for the next

decade and beyond. The American Institute for. •
Merchant Shipping has asked that the Policy of

7 January be augmented to assure full maritime

participation. The Maritime Administration

even now has a program underway leading to

a maritime satellite system. If allowed to

develop, this industry may gross from $500M

to $1 billion in the first decade. It can provide

work in excess of $150 million to our aerospace

and electronic industries in the next five years.

For this reason, the central thrust of policy

should be to permit a fair and equal competition

by U.S. and European industries without govern-

mental guarantees. In the tentative agreement,

competition is restricted by providing for sharing

of production,and the management and ownership

arrangements practically foreclose private

sector venture investment.

b. The proposed FAA/ESRO program may establish

a precedent of joint government management and

....ownership which would be difficult to reverse in

. MO when the pre-operational project concludes.

c. The MOU includes a program of satellite develop:

ment'using technology gene rally available from

prior U. S:- aerospace efforts and, in effect, may

subsidize European aerospace industry.

cl. The proposed management, production sharing,

and ownership arrangements contravene private

sector incentives for investment of venture

capital and, as a result, the joint FAA/ESRO

program is opposed by U. S. communications

carriers and several aerospace firms. The

international air carriers, both U. S. and foreign,

are also opposed because of expected increased

costs. The Air Transport Association is concerned

because of implications of government ownership
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and European influence of the satellite

communications serving our domestic air

carrier routes between the U.S. Mainland

and Hawaii.

c. The production arrangements encourage the

concept of sharing production by political

agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent

in the future, which is contrary to U. S. interests.

In this respect, the draft MOU is inconsistent

with U.S. positions in other international forums,

e., INTELSAT and NATO. The Secretary of

Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to divided management and production sharing

for the new NATO Integrated Communications

System. An agreement for production sharing

for this program would seriously undermine

credibility of the U.S. in NATO negotiations.

f: Finally, the draft MOU is inconsistent with the

Mutual Security Act of 1954, Section 414. The

MOU commits the U.S. to provide access to

Technology prior to the review by the Munitions

Control Board that the Act requires.

g. It is doubtful that the Europeans have the will

. to carry out any threat to go forward alone in

producing an air control traffic system using

satellite communications if we do not accept

the present agreement.

h. Approval of this program prior to Congressional

action authorizing U.S. funds for the program
s

is unwise because legislative approval cannot

be guaranteed, especially in the light of publicly

expressed Congressional opposition and industry

attitudes toward the program. Embarrassment

to the U.S. among the Europeans would follov.:

signature of the MOU now if Congress were later

to refuse funds for the program.



B. Renegotiate After Disapproval of the Ad Referendum. MOU 

(Option Two)

1. - Arguments for this Option

a. Concern has been expressed that unilateral U. S.

alteration to the proposed Memorandum of

Understanding would be harmful to our foreign

relations and has suggested that ICAO would

block approval of the operational system.

These fears are not well founded for several

reasons:

(1) The FAA, including its Administrator, has

continually made it clear that the discussions

were exploratory and that a review of the

tentative agreements by the respective

governments, both U.S. and European,

would be necessary.

(2) No essential ICAO action is necessary

until the middle of the decade, and it is

difficult to believe that present differences

will have discernible effects on a world

body of 122 nations in 1980.

(3) The French and German space communities

have provided the principal motivation and .

'guidance for the evolution of the European

vieVis. In assessing' the impact of renegotia-

tion, it must be understood that there is a

clear distinction between the aviation

ministries, the international air carriers,

and the French and the German space

communities. While the French and German

aviation ministries, and to a lesser e..x-tent

the British aviation ministry, tend to be

influenced by the views of their respective

space communities, other European

aviation ministries and governments are

believed to have few strong fundamental

views concerning the specific arrangements

embodied in the proposed MOU.
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b. The fundamental focus of current concern should not

be the draft MOU, but the central issue, which is:

Can a cooperative program be structured which is

consistent with Administration policy, and can such

a program now be negotiated without unacceptable

effects on foreign relations.

The answer to this question can never be known unless

further negotiation is at least attempted. There are

reasons to believe it may succeed. While proposals

to alter the program will definitely cause adverse

reaction from the French and German space commu-

nities, we believe that the overall reaction of

governments can be minimized by firm and tactful

negotiation. The Europeans are uncertain about the

outcome, and it is proposed, therefore, to use this

uncertainty to negotiate arrangements consistent

with broader United States objectives.

c. The U.S. should accept the temporary political cost

of disapproving the draft MOU while discussing with

the communications officials of the European and other

governments the real problem of providing satellite

communications to all who cross the seas.

The U.S. should deal with the whole oceanic satellite

communications problem, not merely a limited system

directed to air traffic control, and discussions with all

interested States should be lifted out of the space-

aviation area and concentrated among those foreign

officials responsible for communication problems.

In this different environment, the need to have an

oceanic satellite communications system could be

presented along with other programs the U.S. is

prepared to undertake. Starting anew on a broader

base, the U.S. can be consistent in pursuing its

objective of maintaining communications in the private

sector and allowing industry to enter fairly and com-

petitively.
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2. Arguments Against

a. Disapproval of the MOU in anticipation of

broader discussions and negotiations in the

future is both unnecessary and undesirable.

b. It is premature to attempt to discuss "the

whole oceanic satellite communications problem"

because mobile service- requirements, other than

air traffic, cannot be defined at this time. Further-

more, efforts to broaden the program could be

interpreted as a U.S. step toward undermining

the INTELSAT Agreement.

c. The expected capability (consistent with economic

constraints) of the pre-operational/experimental

satellite system (two satellites over each ocean)

is needed to meet the aeronautical test and

evaluation goals. Hence, it is not essential

to consider now the broader issue of multiple-

users, except on an experimental basis which

is provided for in the MOU, and the aeronautical

satellite can be isolated for separate and immediate

consideration.
as.

cl. The discussions leading to the MOU were

conducted with the representatives of the

governments involved selected by those govern-

ments. It is unreasonable to expect that negotia-

tions with 7oreign government communications

officials would be possible or would result in a

more favorable agreement for the U.S. on the

immediately needed aeronautical satellite

program than the present MOU. Further, given

the complexity of the overall oceanic communica-

tions problem and the need to reconsider the

Communications Act of 1962 under this option,

the time necessary to attempt to negotiate a

more general agreement will delay even further

the consummation of any agreement in an area

where immediate action is needed and render

impossible the goal of a 1980 operational system.



e. Disapproval would greatly disturb the Europeans

(as well as Canada, Australia, and Japan) and

cast strong doubts on our credibility with regard

to proceeding on any joint aeronautical or space

-venture. It might also endanger ratification of

the recently-negotiated definitive arrangements

for INTELSAT. This option is in fact self-defeat
ing

since the best way to establish a cooperative

framework for a future program would be to

first establish a short-run cooperative relation-

ship on the proposed joint program as defined

in the MOU.

f. It will "sour" the ICAO outlook with respect to

U. S. views on aeronautical satellites and other

issues of international civil aviation and would

result in a clear diminution of U.S. influence

and leadership in ICAO.

It would lead to an independent European/

Canadian action in the Atlantic (since they have

the technology, the funds, and the assurance of

a U. S. launch) which would put the U.S. Govern-

ment and industry at a clear disadvantage with

-respect to an operational system and create

vested interests effectively precluding a broad-

based approach to oceanic mobile communicat
-I-ons

in the future. It also would provide an "opening"

for seeking eventually to recover their cost
s for

such a pr6gram by "user"- charges on inter-

national traffic in the Atlantic where 
two-thirds

of the passengers are U.S. citizens.



V. Recommendations 

a. The DOT/FAA and DOS strongly rec
ommend that the

• Administration approve the MOU and f
und the program

(Option One). .The discussions leading to
 the MOU were

conducted in accordance with OTP guida
nce; the stated

OTP objectives of 7 January have been 
met, and the

.program represents a highly satisfactor
y arrangement

with significant benefits for international
 aviation,

international relations, the U.S. Gover
nment, and U.S.

industry.

b. The Assistant to the President for Interna
tional Economic

Affairs recommends renegotiations (Optio
n Two) to seek an

agreement more consistent with the Admin
istration's

international economic objectives.

c. The OMB recommends renegotiation on th
e basis that the

proposed MOU:

1. Is contrary to U.S. commercial and balance
 of trade

interests;

2. Is likely to lead to management and budgeting

differences with the European partners th
at will

soon undermine the good will created by goin
g ahead

at this time;

3. Is contrary to published Administration polic
y to an

extent that will be difficult and potentially 
embarrassing

to justify to Congress and to industry (Sena
te Commerce

Committee has scheduled hearings which
 it feels should

precede signing of the MOU);

4. .Adds $60 million unnecessarily to the FAA bud
get

that is not included in current planning (House
 and

Senate Appropriations Committees have indic
ated

opposition and concern).
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d. The Office of Telecommunications Policy recommends

renegotiation (Option Two). The United States should

seek a cooperative program consistent with the fundamental

• policies and objectives of this Administration. A successful

program cannot be based on management-by-consensus

proposed in the MOU, with the implicit European veto which

practically guarantees program delays and cost over-runs.

It is likely to bring about more contention than cooperation

with Europe and other nations. Renegotiation offers the

prospect of a cooperative program consistent with investment

incentives for the private sector rather than government

ownership as proposed.
•

1' r

v.1

7



DRAFT /GFMansur /3252

December 10, 1971

Mr. Joseph H. McConnell
Chairman of the Board
Communications Satellite Corporation
950 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20024

Dear Joe:

Thank you for your candid and useful letter of November 18 concerning

the proposed U.S. -European Aeronautical Satellite Program. The

Administration is currently reviewing the provisions of the draft

Memorandum of Understanding, and your views help to frame the

fundamental issues.

You know that we are committed to full reliance on private business in

communications wherever it is feasible. However, this program

involves important foreign relations issues as well as domestic and

economic considerations. Our review, therefore, must weigh all factors

carefully to assure that our private sector and national interests are

preserved.

I have asked Tom Whitehead to keep you fully informed of developments

as they occur.

DO Chron
DO Records
cc: Mr. Whitehead (2)

Dr. Mansur

Sincerely,

Peter Flanigan

GFMansuritw/Dec 10, 1971
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H IN GTO N

November 30, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR: TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: JONATHAN ROSE

Could you please have someone on your staff prepare a draft reply

for this?
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COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

JOSEPH H. McCONNELL
Chairman of the Board

November 18, 1971

Mr. Peter Flanigan

Assistant to the President

The White House

Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Peter:

I know that you have been closely aware of Comsat's

interest in seeking to provide aeronautical communications

services to meet the growing need and requirements for such

services. Comsat's interest and investment in all aspects

of an initial commercial aeronautical communications satel-

lite system have now extended over a number of years. We

are, therefore, greatly disturbed at the apparent conclusion

of the FAA that it is now planning to proceed on the basis

of a government ownership of the satellites and that it is

seeking budgetary approvals for such a system.

As you know, Comsat, although a one hundred percent

private stock company, is limited specifically by statute to

the field of satellite communications. Since our establish-

ment we have vigorously pursued the economic development of

reliable commercial services including satellite communication

services to aircraft in trans-oceanic flight. We have invested

considerable resources over the last several years in the

development of aeronautical services and have submitted four

proposals to provide this service to the U. S. government and
commercial airlines. These proposals were based on extensive

prior discussion of requirements with officials of the govern-

ment concerned with aeronautical communications. We have
offered to provide the desired services on a commercial lease
basis where we provide all investment and guarantee the service;
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the customer(s) would pay only when the leased services are

available, and for the time that they are available, for the

duration of the lease period.

In making the corporate investment on which these prior

proposals were based, we have been guided by the established

government policy to utilize commercial communications ser-

vices when available rather than investing in government

owned and operated equipment. We were encouraged when the

Office of Telecommunications Policy, after reviewing the

aeronautical satellite question, restated on January 7, 1971

that it is the government policy to proceed with the program

and lease services rather than buy and operate equipment. We

have, therefore, continued to expend our resources since this

reaffirmation of policy, and believe .the reversal of such a

decision now would not be in the public interest and would be

grossly unfair to our stockholders.

I am aware that the terms and details of a proposed U.S.-

European Agreement which is being constructed tends to cloud

the essential issues, and I wish to emphasize several funda-

mental points for your consideration:

Comsat is willing to provide any aeronautical service(s)

presently being contemplated for the proposed aeronautical

satellite program, in any of the frequency ranges being con-

sidered, on a fixed-price leased-services contract(s), for

a guaranteed service, without the necessity of government

investment. The only limitation on the quantity or quality

of service to be provided is the technical state-of-the-art,

which is unrelated to a lease or buy decision. The only

research and development involved lies in the way the communi-

tions links through the earth stations and satellites would

be used and not in the satellite technology.

While the terms of the proposed U.S.-European Agreement

obviously present serious impediments to a U.S. government

lease of aeronautical services, it must be emphasized that
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these impediments are the direct consequence of the parti-
cularly bizarre management arrangements provided by the
proposed Agreement. They are not at all necessary con-
sequences of a leased-services approach. We would be
quite willing to invest in a partnership in which the
partners have equal voice in the selection of subcontract-

ors and vendors, the technical designs, adequacy of accept-
ance tests, etc., where the decision and direction is in
equitable proportion to investment risk. Obviously we
could not accept technical direction from a third party
over these matters affecting our investment.

Regardless of the scope of the initial program, the
total investment required and the realizable satellite
lifetime clearly supports the expectation that additional
customers could make use of these services, including some
airlines. We can, therefore, see no conceivable reason

why the initial program should not be based on a common
carrier approach. In this manner, not only could additional
customers easily be accommodated but the cost to the govern-
ment minimized, since the depreciation of ground equipment
would extend over more than the lifetime of the initial
satellites.

In summary, we have invested our resources on the basis

of published and reaffirmed U.S. government policy of leased

services, rather than government investment and ownership.
If the service is available commercially on a fixed-price,
guaranteed basis, how can it be justified on a research and

development basis, or on a government-ownership basis? Is

consideration of leased-service to be dismissed on the basis

of one particularly complex approach to a lease arrangement,

without even considering letting the investment partners make

the partnership arrangements on the basis of their investment?
And finally, when it is obvious that a successful aeronautical
satellite program can provide services to a number of users,

including commercial airlines, within the reasonable lifetime

of the first generation of aeronautical satellites, how can

any approach except that of a common carrier be justified?
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I have not wished to impose on your time at this

by including in this letter a point-by-point analysis

many and substantial respects in which we believe the

ments proposed by FAA are impractical, and we believe

to the public interest.
analysis in writing or

We

stage

of the

arrange-

contrary

would be glad to provide such an

orally, if you believe it would assist

the decision-making process.

Finally, an important point should be emphasizcd. Our

discussions with FAA and the airlines that have ensued over a

number of years up to these recent proposals have required us

to perform substantial planning and development work for the
offering of aeronautical communications services. In the course

of this work we have incurred system development costs in excess

of one million dollars ($1,176,000 as of September 30, 1971),

which now stand on our books. These costs must be written off

in a single year, if the Government proceeds in the fashion

proposed by the FAA. We think it is a discouraging commentary

on the seriousness of purpose with which the Government views

the mission of this Government-sponsored corporation, that, as

a result of actions of the Government itself, we should be re-

quired to write off the costs of our efforts to develop an

aeronautical communications system which would benefit private

and Government users alike.

cc: Mr. C. T. Whitehead

Sincerely,

Joseph H. McConnell

S.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 8, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy

SUBJECT: Aerosat

This memorandum responds to yours of November 29, and also my
discussion of December 2 with your Deputy, Dr. Mansur.

The discussion of the Aerosat program has become so complex, and
involves such a diversity of interests, that a clear development and
exposition of the alternatives is needed before raising the level of the
Aerosat negotiations. To this end I suggest that you convene an
ad hoc intragovernmental committee on which the principal views are
represented: your own, FAA's, State's, OMB's, etc. This group
could prepare a report presenting all the feasible alternatives as well
as the positions of the participants. As you suggest, some of the
alternatives should "package" other international space issues with
Aerosat, particularly to ameliorate the impact of alternatives in which
we would withdraw from the draft Memorandum of Understanding. This
report could then be forwarded through the NSC to the President, with
your recommendations, for his decision, thereby concluding the
matter with finality.

Inasmuch as a significant delay is, in itself, a decision, I urge that this
review be conducted expeditiously, in order that the matter can be
brought up within a week for Presidential decision.

ZV,,,•''' 

( 

, _..... ... 1-' '

.4:'... ..,..1.7/..

6 .77,-,- ..,,

. Alexander- M. ri-laik,- Jr. 7 /
Brigadier General, U.S.A. , . /
Deputy Assistant to the/Pres/ident

for National Security Affairs
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TABLE OF EVENTS

DATE SUBJECT 

7 January 1971

19 March 1971

12 July 1971

1.2 August 1971

23 August 1971

17 September 1971

22 September 1971

24 September 1971

29 September 1971

Administration Aeronautical Satellite Policy

Statement.

Letter, Mansur to Shaffer, providing program

guidelines.

Letter, Whitehead to Shaffer, reaffirming

policy guidelines following Flanigan, Whitehead,

Rein meeting.

Letters, Whitehead to Johnson, Beggs, and

Shaffer, restating Administration policies

and requesting confirmation that arrangements

were in accord with Administration policy.

Letter, Shaffer to Whitehead, providing

assurance that "the specific arrangements

will conform to the policy positions expressed

in the OTP statement, 7 Jan., with clarifi-

cations provided in your letter of 12 July."

Letter, Whitehead to Shaffer, requesting

postponement of further discussions with

the Europeans.

Letter, Shaffer to Whitehead, indicating FA
A

plan to proceed with discussions, but

conditions U. S. participation "upon

additional internal review and final approval.

Letter, Mansur to Shaffer, stating that

discussions would be subject to additional

internal review by the U. S.

Letter, Shaffer to Mansur, stating that the

FAA would "make it clear . . . that the

proposed arrangements are subject to further

review. "



DATE

7 October 1971

13 October 1971

26 October 1971

17 November 1971

29 November 1971

2 December 1971

8 December 1971

13 December 1971

16 December 1971

17 December 1971

-2-

SUBJECT 

Letter, Beggs to Rice, requesting program

approval.

Memorandum, Whitehead to Flanigan,
requesting White House disapproval of the
proposed MOU. •

Letter from Senator Byrd to Whitehead, the

first of several Congressional inquiries
requesting Executive Branch views.

Memorandum, Mansur to Rose, discussing

issues and options.

Memorandum, Whitehead to Haig, discussing

issues and options.

Memorandum, Whitehead to Flanigan and
Haig, discussing Congressional interest.

Memorandum, Haig to Whitehead, requesting

that OTP convene an intragovernmental
con-imittee to develop staff paper.

Memorandum, Whitehead to Haig, with
attached Memo to the President and staff paper.

Memorandum, Volpe to the President.

Memorandum, Rogers to the President.

26 October 1971

CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST

Letter, Senator Robert C. Byrd, Chairman

Subcommittee on Department of Transportation

and Related Agencies, to Whitehead
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CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST

29 October 1971 Letter, Senator Gordon Allott, Committee

on Appropriations, to Whitehead

30 October 1971

3 December 1971

Letter, Senator Clinton P. Anderson,

Chairman, Aeronautical and Space Sciences

Committee to Vice President Agnew (info cy).

Letter, Senator Warren G. Magnuson,

Chairman, Committee on Commerce, to

Secy Volpe (info cy).



FOREIGN OFFICIALS

Great Britain

J. F. Montgomerie, Director of Telecommunications, Board of Trade,

Civil Aviation Dept.

J. J. Robinson, Deputy Director of Telecommunications, Board of Trade,

Civil Aviation Dept.

D. O. Fraser, Assistant Manager, British Aircraft Corp., Ltd.

Space & Instrumentation Group

R. G. F. Munday, Manager, Electronic and Space Systems, British Aircraft

Corp., Ltd.

France

J. Villier, French Aviation Ministry

Vladimir A. Altovsky, Director of Space Activities, Thomson-CSF

Jacques Chaumeron, Director, Department of Space, Division AVS,

Thomson-CSF

Mr. Schermann, Assistant Director, Department of Space, Division AVS,

Thomson-CSF

Australia

Keith Toakley, Civil Air Attache (Embassy)

Alan Foxcraft, Chief of Plans, Department of Civil Aviation

Spain 

General Salvador, Minister, Spanish Air Ministry

Germany

Ambassador Rolf Pauls, German Embassy

Dr. Hans Pausch, Vice Chairman, German PTT

D. Heilsher, German Aviation Ministry
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Belgium 

Dr. G. Boudrin, Belgium PTT Administrator

Amb. Walter Loridan, Belgium Embassy •

Herman Dehannin, Economic Minister

FRANCE

Mr. C. H. Cotten, French PTT (Deputy Minister)

Canada

Mr. Stanbury, Min. of Communications

Alan Gottlieb, Deputy Minister

ESRO

Mr. J. A. Dinkespiler, Director of Programs and Planning



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

DIRECTOR

December 3, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Honorable U. Alexis Johnson

Under Secretary for Political Affairs, DoS

Honorable James Beggs

Under Secretary for Transportation, DoT

Honorable John Shaffer

Administrator, FAA

Dr. Donald Rice

Assistant Director, Science and Technology, OMB

Brigadier General Alexander Haig

Deputy Assistant to the President

for National Security Affairs

Subject: Aeronautical atellite Program for International Civil -

Aviation

Higher authority has directed the preparation of a summary of the

views of the interested departments and agencies concerning the

FAA-ESRO draft Memorandum of Understanding providing for an

aeronautical satellite communications system.

Because of the pressure of time, I would like to convene a meeting

with you or your representative at 5:00 p.m. on December 6 at OTP,

room 770, 1800 G Street, NW. The purpose of the meeting will be

to review the important features of the draft memorandum and

possible courses of action available to the Administration.

Clay T. Whitehead
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Honorable John A. Volpe

Secretary
Department of Transportation

Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear Mr. Secretary:

tci',ELfcrlez Ze'nale
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 -

December 3, 1971

The Committee on Commerce has recently become acquainte
d with

the program sponsored by the Department of Transportation's F
ederal

Aviation Administration and the European Space Consortium, ESR
O, to

jointly -and cooperatively develop and own a pre-operational aero-

nautical communications satellite system.

On Tuesday, November 30, the Subcommittee on Aviation was 
provided

a briefing on this matter by Mr. John Shaffer and Mr. David 
Israel of

the FAA. Th&briefing was requested by Senator Cannon because of

reports that the U. S. was about to enter into an agree
ment of under-

standing with the European Consortium.

During the briefing many questions arose regarding t
he details

and ramifications of the proposed agreement. Indeed, the questions

were so fundamentally significant and far-reaching t
hat it appears the

Committee has the responsibility to conduct a ful
l hearing into this

matter to establish a record which might help Congr
ess make a judgment

as to the wisdom of entering into the agreement.

Senator Cannon and Senator Pastore, Chairman of 
the Communications

Subcommittee of this Committee have asked me t
o schedule hearings on

this matter which I have done. At that time, the Committee w
ill invite

testimony not only from the Government but from 
other interested parties

as well. Senator Cannon will preside.

I am sending a letter to the Chairman of th
e Senate Appropriations

Committee asking that that Committee defer 
any possible decisions re-

garding funding for this project until the 
Commerce Committee has had

an opportunity to complete its inquiry. 
Because this matter is of such
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Honorable'John A. Volpe
Page -2
December 3, 1971

great national and international importance I hope we can furthelli
examine the situation before any final resolution.

While I am cognizant that the undertaking of proposed action
is probably authorized by provisions of the Federal Aviation Act, it
seems possible that Congress might wish to consider more specific
authorizations for a venture of this magnitude.

The Committee appreciates your cooperation with our request and
will look forward to a full exploration of all facets of this situation
during the public hearings.

rest wishes.

WGM/rgr

Sincerely ioursy

laLIA
WARREN G. NAGNUS

Chairman



• EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 7, 1971

PRESS RELEASE

NIXON ADMINISTRATION ANNOUNCES POLICY
ON AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Clay T. Whitehead, Director of Telecommunications Policy, announced
today the release of a "Statement of Government Policy on Satellite
Telecommunications for International Civil Aviation Operations." The
policy provides the framework for the development of aeronautical
satellite programs during the 1970's.

This policy was established by the Director after a study conducted
within the Executive Office of the President with participation by interested
agencies in the Executive Branch. The Deputy Director, OTP,
George F. Mansur, chaired the study group and coordinated the OTP
policy formulation.

The highlights of the policy statement are:

o Due to the limitations of existing communications and
the projected increase in air traffic in the oceanic
areas, the United States promotes pre-operational
deployment of satellite communications in the Pacific
in 1973 and Atlantic in 1975.

• The Department of Transportation/Federal Aviation

Administration, which has the statutory responsibility
for air traffic control, assumes program management

responsibility within the government for pre-operational

and operational systems and services.
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• The Department of State, in conjunction with the Department

of Transportation, will seek international utilization of the

pre-operational system and initiate cooperative efforts with

other nations to establish an operational system by 1980.

• The Government will utilize commercial communications

facilities and services to the maximum extent feasible.

• The Government will utilize the UHF frequency band near

1600 MHz in both pre-operational and operational satellite

air traffic control communications.

• Experimental evaluation of independent surveillance by

satellite should begin with initial system deployment in the

Pacific and should be followed by pre-operational evaluation

in an air traffic control environment sometime after 1975.

• A unified program to satisfy both Government and airline

requirements in the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean areas should

be adopted to provide the economic benefits of a single

program.

The United States has primary responsibility for air traffic control in the

Pacific basin and other oceanic routes through agreements with the Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization. Because of the rapid increase in

aircraft density on international routes and the limitations of existing

communications systems, improved communications services must be

employed to assure aircraft safety and to efficiently control air traffic.

Although satellite systems offer the most promising method to meet these

communications requirements, there have been extended delays in reaching

the decisions necessary to initiate an appropriate program. The policy

statement resolves the major issues that have been responsible for the

delays and establishes guidelines that will ensure orderly progress of a

national program. Periodic program reviews will be established to evaluate

the progress being made to meet the objectives of the policy statement.

Government use of commercial communication facilities and services

helps to lower costs and agrees with the Administration's policy of en-

couraging the vitality of the private sector in developing and providing

communication services. This policy envisages that the FAA will contract

for services on a lease basis in contrast to government procurement and

ownership of systems.
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The President, in his statement on space of March 7, 1970 stated:

• "We should hasten and expand the practical applications 

of  space technology...."

• "We should encourage greater international cooperation 

in space.... "

This policy furthers those objectives by bringing about the timely and

useful applications of American space technology for an important

purpose in a way that will benefit all nations.

OEP 710549
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FOR
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January 7, 1971



The rapid increase in ait•cra.ft traffic densi
ties, the introduction of larger

Passenger aircraft on international overs
eas routes, and the limitations

of existing communications channels
 make it increasingly clear that im-

proved telecommunications will be req
uired for air traffic control to speed

the flow of traffic and to assure aircraf
t safety.

The Federal Aviation Administration (
FAA) has defined and stated the

general quantity and quality of the telec
ommunication services that will be

needed to support expected future air tra
ffic control operations. Specific

requirements have been established for vo
ice and data communications and

for automatic reporting of aircraft position
 information over both the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in the early 1970'
s. The FAA also anticipates

an operational requirement for independent
 surveillance in the late 1970's

or early 1980's.

It is clear that the provision of these service
s is in the public and national

interest. There is broad consensus in both government a
nd the private

sector that satellites offer technically and ec
onomically the most practicable

method to meet the requirements in a reliable
 way. This policy statement

is provided to establish guidelines that will
 permit the effective, efficient,

and orderly progress of a national program
 to provide the needed services.

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this policy are to:

1. Assure the safety, efficiency, and economic 
viability of

international civil aviation.

2. Promote the timely and useful application o
f technological

advances to assure adequate, reliable, and
 economic tele-

communications for air traffic control, 
operational control,

and search and rescue.

3. Assure that program institutional a
rrangements are responsive

to the requirements of the users, c
ompatible with the evolving

National Aviation System, and consist
ent with the foreign policy

objectives and commitments of the 
United States.

4. Encourage international cooperatio
n in research, development,

and applications programs within a
n institutional framework

which assures effective utilization 
of resources.
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5. Facilitate early deployment of advanced applications such as

independent surveillance and navigation.

6. Minimize duplication of Federal facilities and programs and

encourage the use of facilities available from the private

sector.

TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

Pre-operational use and evaluation of voice communications should be
implemented in the Pacific in 1973 and Atlantic in 1975. Pre-operational
deployment of data link communications and automatic reporting of air-

craft position will be promoted in the Atlantic and Pacific in 1975. Feasi-

bility demonstration of independent surveillance in an Air Traffic Control
environment will be promoted in the Pacific in 1973, with subsequent
transition to a pre-operational evaluation in the Pacific and Atlantic in

the post-1975 time period.

It is the Government's policy to promote use of the UHF frequency band

near 1600 MHz in the operational system. This will alleviate serious
spectrum congestion at VHF frequencies, permit early achievement of

the benefits of independent surveillance, and accords with foreign Adminis-
tration preferences. Use of UHF rather than VHF in the pre-operational

system will avoid economic, technical, and operational difficulties -- both
domestic and international -- which would result from a later transition

from a VHF system to the UHF band. In support of this objective, the
Government will utilize UHF for air traffic control purposes in the pre-
operational system.

To assure orderly growth and efficient deployment of aeronautical satellite

systems, implementation of initial systems should be compatible with long-

term objectives. Communications in the wide sense and reliable knowledge

of aircraft position will continue to be essential parameters in the air

traffic control system. The Federal Aviation Administration's National

Aviation System Ten-Year Plan (1971-1980) and studies recently completed

by the President's Science Advisory Committee suggest that the long-term

role of communications in air traffic control will involve automatic data

collection, data processing, control, and display utilizing digital data links

and digital processing techniques. Pre-operational satellite communication

and surveillance systems in the Pacific and Atlantic oceanic areas should be
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designed and phased in coordination with the domestic plan to assure inter-

operability between the international and domestic systems with the con-

sequent economies and operational advantages.

MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

Development of an effective national program requires unambiguous

leadership. Accordingly, the Department of Transportation (DOT), as

the Federal agency with statutory operational obligations, is to be th
e

lead management agency and to assume responsibility for defining require-

ments, program budgeting, and management of pre-operational and opera
-

tional systems activity.

In order to assure that the broad spectrum of space activities supported

by the Government is effectively utilized and not duplicated, the National

AerorAautics and Space Administration (NASA) is expected to conduct

independent research and development on technologies which have broad

application and, under the management and budget of the Department of

Transportation, to provide other technical support unique to transporta-

tion applications. Both the DOT and NASA should give consideration to

the desirability of conducting fundamental research on competing tech-

nologies in order to assure that continuing system development is making

full and economic utilization of technological possibilities.

Because the program heavily involves the international community and

must be conducted in accord with treaty obligations and other pertinent

inter-governmental agreements, the Department of State will exercise

its responsibility to assure effective and timely coordination with

foreign Administrations and international organizations. Through the

Department of State, the Department of Transportation as the manage-

ment agency should seek international utilization of the pre-operatio
nal

system and should initiate cooperative activity with other nations to

establish an operational system in the Atlantic and Pacific oceanic

areas by 1980.

It is possible that a single system combining the functions of 
communi-

cations and position fixing to support both maritime and aviation 
services

would permit economic benefits in a worldwide operational system
. The

DOT should work with appropriate government agencies to expl
ore the

feasibility and desirability of such an approach.
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ECONOMIC ARRANGEMENTS 

The two broad classes of potential users of an aeronautical satellite system

are the aviation administrations responsible for air traffic control in the

various International Civil Aviation Organization world regions and the air-

lines flying international oceanic air rbutes. Substantial economic resources

are required to develop and deploy an aeronautical satellite system, and

there are economic benefits to be derived from combining government and

airline requirements in both the Atlantic and Pacific ocean areas into a

single program. The DOT should actively encourage arrangements for use

of a common system by all segments of the aviation community which dis-

tributes financial responsibilities equitably among users.

The Government shall utilize commercial telecommunications facilities

and services to the maximum extent feasible in both pre-operational and

operational systems.



DEFINITIONS

Telecommunication

Appendix A

The term telecommunication means any transmission, emission

or reception of signs, signals, writings, images, and sounds

or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, optical, or other

electromagnetic systems.

Aeronautical Telecommunication Services 

The provision of voice and data communication, surveillance

and/or navigation functions in ground-air-ground networks using

radio transmission including relay via an active earth satellite.

Automated Air Traffic Control

The acquisition, transfer and display of flight infortnation and,

eventually, command and control guidance in an air traffic

control environment by means of automatic data processing and

other telecommunication techniques.

Independent Surveillance 

Independent Surveilance by satellites means computation of a

position fix utilizing equipment which is remote from the vehicle

and is based on range measurements from two or more satellites,

Usually a cooperative vehicle is inferred but it is not implicit

in the term.

Navigat ion 

Navigation by satellites means computation of a position fix

utilizing equipment which is self-contained within the vehicle

and is based upon the time of arrival of signals from two or m
ore

satellites whose ephermerides are known.

The terms used to define various aeronautical satellite syste
ms are

taken from the ICAO ASTRA Panel Second Meeting and include 
the

following:

"Experimental Systems. These relate to experiment
al

work on space techniques in general. Insofar as the

interests of ASTRA are concerned, they would place



emphasis on, but not necessarily be limited to, the

solution of problems that would assist in the develop-

ment of characteristics for aeronautical satellite

systems. Examples would be the NASA Application

Technology Satellites (ATS).

NOTE: In some States, participation by airlines

could he expected provided it was not

identified as experimental on their part.

Pre-Operational Systems. These would be primarily

aeronautical systems with emphasis on performing

operational as well as technical evaluations. For the

purpose of their evaluation they would need to operate

in parallel with conventional communication and/or

radio-determination systems serving Air Traffic Control.

It is understood that carriage of the airborne elements of

such systems would be on a voluntary basis. It is also

understood that while such systems might often be designed

as potential operational systems, they might also provide

only some of the functions that would be required ultimately

in an operational system.

Operational Systems. These would be systems capable of

being used on a primary basis to satisfy the aeronautical

operational requirements established at a given time in a

given area. "
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BLISHING CORP.

BOULEVARD, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60604 e TELEPHONE: 312/922-2435

May 19, 1971
(dictated May 18, 1971)

Mr. Clay Whitehead :
_ Office of _Telecommunications Policy
604 17th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

I am planning to attend TELECOM 71, International Telecommunica-
tion Union's exhibition in Geneva, Switzerland, June 17-27. I
will be reporting the show for TELEPHONY.

I was '.=Idering whether, while I am thcre, I can do any particul=
0.nr,r1 Tr,0 nr711D. for 4c, nan,71,,,A,,

you woula IlKe me to see am ask any speciric questions. This
could either be done with the person's knowledge that I am reporting
back to you, or I could be prospecting for ideas with no necessary
thought of a report to U. S. government authorities. On the other
hand, 71- can see that the foregoing may be of no interest to (YIP.
(Incidentally, I am also contacting the Department of State's Office
of Telecommunications' Mr. Stephen E. Doyle, Foreign Affairs Officer.

Aside from those ideas, do you have any current written (YIP policy
regarding international telecommunications which I could read
before I go?

DSF/dj

cc: Mr. Stephen E. Doyle

Sincerely,

Dan S. Fargo
Publisher

-7
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It is my understanding that logistics prevent signat
ure of the MOU

till January, in any event. If you concur, I would like to begin

immediately to plan how we can best proceed. So that 
we can main-

tain more effective control and liaison than we hav
e had in the past,

I would propose to keep you informed more frequen
tly and directly

via memorandum.

Clay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

DIRECTOR

December 2, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR •

Peter Flanigan

Brigadier General Alexander Haig

There have been a number of recent 
events concerning Aerosat with

which you should be aware. On Octobe
r 19, the House Appropriations

Subcommittee on Transportation held a cl
osed hearing, to be briefed

on the program, and yesterday the Sena
te Commerce Subcommittee

on Aviation held a similar review. I 
have learned today that Senator

Cannon, Chairman of the Aviation Commit
tee, expects to hold formal

hearings in early January. In addition,
 Senators Anderson, Byrd and

Allott, acting independently, have aske
d for clarification of the program

from the Executive Branch.

It is becoming clear that Congress is 
taking a serious view of the

tentative Memorandum of Understandi
ng, and there is some indication

that funds for the program may be
 delayed or withheld. In any event,

the Appropriations Subcommittee h
as advised FAA that the MOU shou

ld

not be executed before budget clearanc
e has been obtained from the

committee.

This Congressional delay almost forces
 the U.S. to defer signing 

of

the MOU and provides the time we sought
 for the Administration to

renegotiate the terms that are most obj
ectionable.

I have had tentative discussions with 
Comsat, AT&T, and FCC r

egard-

ing items we might usefully give the 
Europeans in the communicat

ions

area. The agenda is more than ample 
to justify a trip such as I

described in my last memorandum,
 and probably would provide t

he

best vehicle for renegotiating Aero
sat. AT&T has agreed to postp

one

certain agreements that they woul
d otherwise make with the Europe

ans

to permit us to be more forthc
oming in gaining the credit for cert

ain

decisions important to the Europ
eans.



November 29, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Brigadier General Haig
The White House

Following our conversation on Fridny, I have thought more about moving

the Aerosat negotiations to a higher level and broadening the context to

include other communicetions issues important to the Europeans. Attached

at Tab A is a list of such imbues of current concern to us and the Europeans;

at Tab B is a List of the points Don Rice and I made about the tentative
Aer-osat MeTrierandurn.

The Europeans are unhappy with many things in international communica.

tions, and recent FCC actions have caused them great consternation. There

are many concessions we can mak* to the Europeans in the communications

field that are of far mere value to them than the Aeroiat program, and the
psychological value of a visit by me to the various communication. ministers,„

to make some of these trades would be very beneficial.

Since I have been considering a trip to Europe to discuss some of these
matters in any event, I could be prepared to undertake the broader mission

in reasonably short order. With the appropriate combination of tact, pomp,

and plain old horse trading. we could take care of most of our problem.
with Aerosat and leave the Europeans feeling very good indeed as far as
cooperation In cornmanicattons is concerned.

If it is agreed that a trip of this sort would he useihl in the near future,

the President could offer to Pompidou, Brandt, and Heath to send his

Director of Telecommunieatioas to meet with their Ministers of Communication

to work out some of the problems that be know. are causing concern in

Europe.

Clay T. White/maxi

Attschments

CTIVhitelkeadiGrMansurfBlc.Smith:lmc
cc: Mr. Whitehead DO Records

Dr. Mansur DO Chron
Mr. Thorne11
Mr. Smith



TAB A

• The landing site for a new 4000 circuit transatlantic cable

(TAT-6). Selection of France would mean $100 million in

revenues for the French from transit charges over the first

ten years.

• Production arrangements for TAT-6 which will determine

distribution of $40 million in manufacturing.

tr Ways to improve international communications coordination

concerning construction and investment in new facilities.

This is of great concern to the Europeans since current

U. S. Government procedures practically force their

governments to appear'before•the FCC.

• Procedures for deciding which cable and satellite circuits

will be used. There are sensible alternatives to current FCC

procedures which in effect dictate to the Europeans how they

will use circuits in which they have capital investment.

• Exploration of the role of regional satellite systems in a
worldwide communications network. This is of great interest

to France particularly and there is likely to be a mutual
interest in an agreement now that the Intelsat arrangements

have been adopted.

• Restructuring of the International Telecommunications Union

and related international frequency allocation methods.

• Expanded European participation in the NASA ATS-6

experimental communications satellite and support of

European development of a new technology communications

satellite program. This could lead to a cooperative program

for satellite-to-satellite relay.



s, TAB B

Arguments for Renegotiation

• It calls for U.S. Government ownership and operation of the
aerosat communications service in a 50/50 management and
ownership program to 1980. Together with the precedent of
Intelsat, this arrangement would effectively foreclose any
possibility of keeping international satellite communications

in the private sector. This could be a new communications
service industry with revenues up to $l billion over this decade.
It seems clearly contrary to the President's intent in such areas.

• It gives significant encouragement to the concept of sharing
production by political agreement and will, as a U.S. Government
commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent in the future contrary
to U.S. interests.

• Institutional arrangements for a maritime system will be discussed
early next year. Maritime communications will be at least ten
times larger in volume than aviation, and aerosat is being closely
watched as a precedent.

• The terms of the draft MOU are inconsistent with U.S. positions
in other international forums; i. e., Intelsat and NATO. The
Secretary of Defense has formally expressed strong opposition
to divided management and production sharing for the proposed
NATO Integrated Communications System (NICS), and will be
out on a limb if the MOU is signed.

• The management-by-consensus arrangements, with the implicit
European veto, practically guarantee program delays and cost
overruns. It is likely to bring about more differences and
contentions than cooperation with Europe and other nations.
This is a far worse case than the Space Shuttle "cooperation"
that the President agreed to turn off.

• The international (including European) and U.S. airlines oppose
the agreement as do U.S. aerospace and communications service
companies. They oppose Government ownership and object to
the higher cost of the FAA/ESRO program ($125 M - $140 M)
over a private sector service ($75).
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• It excludes major Pacific powers with aviation and communications

interests from a significant role. This imbalance follows our

recent special concession to Europe on launch assurances.

• It will avoid short-term unhappiness on the part of the French,

Germans, and British. State contends that any delay or renego-

tiations would cause Europe to build their own system for the

Atlantic; however, ESRO is a faltering organization, and we

doubt they have the resources or resolve to do so. State also

contends the Europeans might vote against us in ICAO, but no

ICAO action is to be taken until the end of the decade.

• The draft MOU is not consistent with the Mutual Security Act

of 1954, Section 414. The MOU commits the U.S. to provide

access to technology (that is likely to be classified) prior to the

review by the Munitions Control Board that the Act requires.

• Firm defense of the MOU by all elements of the Administration

will be necessary to sell the program to Congress during budget

hearings and other hearings that may be called. This will be

difficult, if not impossible, to do in the face of the high cost of

the FAA program, the commercial nature of the service, industry

criticism, negotiations that will be underway on international

maritime communications, and the acknowledgement that the

MOU is contrary to established U.S. policy. It could be quite

embarrassing to the Administration in 1972.



Arguments for Signing Current MOU

• The draft MOU is the outcome of FAA/ESRO negotiations, subject
to approval by governments. To reopen negotiations now would be
considered by the European negotiators as upsetting a deal reached
by compromises on both sides.

• Reopening the negotiations would cause the Europeans to conclude
that the U. S. is favoring U. S. industry in this program because
of its lead in space technology.

• Attempts to renegotiate may cause the Europeans to threaten a
unilateral program in the Atlantic with no cooperation.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20504

November 29, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR

Brigadier General Haig

The White House

•

•

_DIRECTOR

Following our conversation on Friday, I have thought more about moving

the Aerosat negotiations to a higher level and broadening the conte
xt to

include other communications issues important to the Europeans. Att
ached

at Tab A is a list of such issues of current concern to us and th
e Europeans;

at Tab B is a list of the points Don Rice _and I made about the tentati
ve

Aerosat Memorandum.

The Europeans are unhappy with many things in international communica-

tions, and recent FCC actions have caused them great consternation. Th
ere

are many concessions we can make to the Europeans in the communications

field that are of far more value to them than the Aerosat program, and the

psychological value of a visit by me to the various communications ministers

to make some of these trades would be very beneficial.
•

Since I have been considering a trip to Europe to discuss some of these

matters in any event, I could be prepared to undertake the broader mission

in reasonably short order. With the appropriate combination of tact, pomp,

and plain old horse trading, we could take care of most of our problems

with Aerosat and leave the Europeans feeling very good indeed as far as

cooperation in communications is concerned.

If it is agreed that a trip of this sort would be useful in the near future,

the President could offer to Pompidou, Brandt, and Heath to send his

Director of Telecommunications to meet with their Ministers of Communicati

to work out some of the problems that he knows are causing concern in

Europe.

Attachments

.70•••
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Clay T. Whitehead



TAB A

• The landing site for a new 4000 circuit transatlantic cable

(TAT-6). Selection of France would mean $100 million in

revenues for the French from transit charges over the first

ten years.

• Production arrangements for TAT-6 which will determine
distribution of $40 million in manufacturing.

• Ways to improve international communications coordination
concerning construction and investment in new facilities.
This is of great concern to the Europeans since current

U. S. Government procedures practically force their
governments to appear before-the FCC.

• Procedures for deciding which cable and satellite circuits

will be used. There are sensible alternatives to current FCC

procedures which in effect dictate to the Europeans how they
will use circuits in which they have capital investment.

• Exploration of the role of regional satellite systems in a
worldwide communications network. This is of great interest

to France particularly and there is likely to be a mutual

interest in an agreement now that the Intelsat arrangements

have been adopted.

•

Restructuring of the International Telecommunications Union

and related international frequency allocation methods.

Expanded European participation in the NASA ATS-6
• experimental communications satellite and support of
European development of a new technology communications
satellite program. This could lead to a cooperative program

for satellite-to-satellite relay.



TAB B

• Arguments for Renegotiation

• It calls for U.S. Government ownership and operation of the

aerosat communications service in a 50/50 management and

ownership program to 1980. Together with the precedent of

Intelsat, this arrangement would effectively foreclose any

possibility of keeping international satellite communications

in the private sector. This could be a new communications

service industry with revenues up to $1 billion over this decade.

It seems clearly contrary to the President's intent in such areas.

• It gives significant encouragement to the concept of sharing

production by political agreement and will, as a U.S. Government

commitment, stand as a persuasive precedent in the future contrary

to U.S. interests.

• Institutional arrangements for a maritime system will be discussed

early next year. Maritime communications will be at least ten

times larger in volume than aviation, and aerosat is being closely

watched as a precedent.

• The terms of the draft MOU are inconsistent with U.S. positions

in other international forums; i. e., Intelsat and NATO. The

Secretary of Defense has formally expressed strong opposition

to divided management and production sharing for the proposed

NATO Integrated Communications System (NICS), and will be

out on a limb if the MOU is signed.

• The management-by-consensus arrangements, with the implicit

European veto, practically guarantee program delays and cost

overruns. It is likely to bring about more differences and

contentions than cooperation with Europe and other nations.

This is a far worse case than the Space Shuttle ',cooperation"

that the President agreed to turn off.

• The international (including European) and U.S. airlines oppose

the agreement as do U.S. aerospace and communications service

companies. They oppose Government ownership and object to

the higher cost of the FAA/ESRO program ($125 M - $140 M)

over a private sector service ($75).
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• It excludes major Pacific powers with aviation and communications

interests from a significant role. This imbalance follows our

recent special concession to Europe on launch assurances.

• It will avoid short-term unhappiness on the part of the French,
Germans, and British. State contends that any delay or renego-
tiations would cause Europe to buiid their own system for the
Atlantic; however, ESRO is a faltering organization, and we
doubt they have the resources or resolve to do so. State also
contends the Europeans might vote against us in ICAO, but no
ICAO action is to be taken until the end of the decade.

• The draft MOU is not consistent with the Mutual Security Act •

of 1954, Section 414. The MOU commits the U.S. to provide
access to technology (that is likely to be classified) prior to the
review by the Munitions Control Board that the Act requires.

• Firm defense of the MOU by all elements of the Administration
will be necessary to sell the program to Congress during budget
hearings and other hearings that may be called. This will be
difficult, if not impossible, to do in the face of the high cost of
the FAA program, the commercial nature of the service, industry
criticism, negotiations that will be underway on international
maritime communications, and the acknowledgement that the
MOU is contrary to established U.S. policy. It could be quite
embarrassing to the Administration in 1972.



Arguments for Signing Current MOU 

• The draft MOU is the outcome of FAAJESRO negotiations, subject

to approval by governments. To reopen negotiations now would be

considered by the European negotiators as upsetting a deal reached

by compromises on both sides.

• Reopening the negotiations would cause the Europeans to conclude

that the U. S. is favoring U. S. industry in this program because

of its lead in space technology.

• Attempts to renegotiate may cause the Europeans to threaten a

unilateral program in the Atlantic with no cooperation.
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MEMORANDUM TO: T.#5. Nelson

November 26, 1971

FROM: ..ACJohn W. Sipes e/P014

SUBJECT: Memorandum of Understanding on Joint Aeronautical

Satellite

This is to confirm PM/MC's nonconcurrence in the draft MOU,

dated November 17, 1971,with ESRO and other foreign entities

on a joint aeronautical satellite program, a copy of which

you routed to us for information.

The reason for my position is that Article 11 of the MOU is

inconsistent with the International Traffic in Arms regula-

tions (ITAR). As far as we are concerned, that Article

promises more than we can or may be able to deliver. For

example, we will not be able to license U.S. industry

requests to export for the aeronautical satellite program

technology whose release would be contrary to U.S. national

security or any other similar considerations. It was for

this reason that I recommended in my memorandum of Sep 21,

1971 that (a) a new paragraph be added to the effect that

all commercial exports under Article 11 of the MOU will be

subject to applicable laws and regulations (which to us

meant the ITAR, promulgated pursuant to Section 414 of the

Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended) and (b) the meaning

of the new paragraph be made clear to all concerned,

particularly, the interested foreign parties, in order to

avoid possible future misunderstandings or embarrassments.

The November 17 draft MOU does not incorporate the substance

of my recommendation. Paragraph 5 of Article 11 is not

adequate from the standpoint of the requirements of the ITAR.

mill11111111h
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NOV 2 4 197

Honorable any T. Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecom=unications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear V..r. Whitehead:

cc: FILE ,-
Gauf V
Wild

This is in response to your October 29, 1971 request
for our opinion concerning Comsat's right to exclusive
ownershiT) end operation of a new eomxunications satellite
eystez designed to improve international air traffic
control.

' In an October 15, 1971, letter to your General Councel,
we outlined several legal ars-tents to support the position
of your efface that neither the Co=unications Satellite
Act of 1962 nor the various INTCLSAT agreements entitled .
Comsat to exclusive ownership and operation of the proposed
system. Because of the limited time then available and
because we were not appraised of Costs competing argu-,
ments, however, we were'reluctant to conclude that those
arguments conclusively permitted the new cystcm to be
adopted independently of Comsat.

Although ve have still not been given Comsat's legal

position, we feel after further reflection E:nd research that
the arguments in our earlier letter are sufficiently
meritorious to preclude substantial legal doubts as to the
soundness of the proposed system.

Sincerely,

Leon, Ulman
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Office of Legal CounHol

%.
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MIR: j h OCT 5 1971 cc-/Viles

Wild

-e-t---?e-
0Genercl C=naci 3 

12 / 0 - (Nr
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Cffice of the PresiCent
Vashingten, D.C. 20504

Honoreqe Antonin Scclia

41••

Dear Mr. Scalia:

This is in revpoase to your October 1, 1971, request
for our views as to xg,itether any entity other than the Com-
municztions Satellite Ccroorction (Comsat) can lawfully
-own and eperete a vew comalunications tatellite system 4e-
rigaed to improve internationl iir traffic control. An
Administrction policy aprlarently czIlls for the new syst=
to be developed and owned by the private sector. In vddi-
eon to cir trzaffic aa:atrol the neu r..ytem mzy serve other
:functions such es maritime nrvigation services cnd service
to permit psvseagers ort nircraft and ships to place end
receive telephone ca11 a trawit.

. Your :Letter mentions that the Communications S.Itellite
Act of 1962 and various cgre=ents entered into by the Unit-
ed States as c participant in the international Telecom- .
municntions Satellite Corlsortium (=LSAT) have been cited
es forbidding control of the proposed system by eny entity
other than Comsat.

Since we
upon which it
opoly to or,ern
including thc
that positioa
evaile)le
the positicn.
follow.

hew: not been informed ol the legal arguments
is asserted that Coms/lt has been given artzia-
te zli new satellite communications syste=s,
proposed one, we are hesitant to conciu6e thst
Is uholly untenable. In the limit.?.d time
have developed cignificvmt argument gaim:t
These are set forth in the sections which

- 



Communications Satellite Act of 1962 

Title III of/Communications Satellite Act of 1967,
47 U.S.C. § 701-44 (1970), establishes Comsat as a
single entity to own and operate the communications sys-
tem envisioned by the Act. Two provisions of the Act
clearly indicate that Congress foriaw the eventual crea-
tion of additional satellite systems at some future time,
but no express provision vests Comsat with the authority
to own and control these new systems. Indeed, the Act
and its legislative history infer that the creation of
another entity is not precluded by the Act.

The savings provision in the preamble to the Act set5
forth the policy of Congress regarding the establishment

of additional systems:

It is not the policy of Congress by this chapter
. . . to preclude the creation of additional com-
munications satellite systems, if required to meet
unique governmental needs or if otherwise required

in the national interest. 47 U.S.C. f 701(d)(1970).

In the operative provisions, section 201(0(6) expressly
recognizes that other systems were contemplated for it
declares that the government may utilize other systems
under conditions parallel to the savings provisions of the

above-quoted section. Section 201(a)(6) states:

the President shall

0 • 1*

take all necessary steps to insure the availa-

bility and appropriate utilization of the com-

munications satellite system for general gov-

ernmental purposes except vhere a seDnrate

-2-



communications satellite svatem is reauired to

meet unique govern.mtmtn1 needs or is other-

wise required in the rItionnl interezt. 47

U.S.C. § /21(a)(o)(1970)(empftacis acioea).

Presumzbly, if the new system, as factual mtter, ecn

be justified as in the national interest or required to
-uniquegovernmntal nee6s the 1962 Act expressly

permits it.

Section 305(a) grants to Comsat the authority to

"(1) plan, initiate, construct, own, manage, and operate
commercial communications satellite system

. • ." 47 U.S.C. f 735(a)(1)(1970). As first intro-
duced, this section referred to systems. (LLE.. 11040)

This vins changed to the singulzr by the Senate. This
deliberate action and the Act's consistent use of the

term ustem in lieu of systems is, in our opinion, an

indication that the Act only intended that Gomsct bc
given control over the single system then contemplted.

Since the Act did foresee the eventual creation of addition-

al systems' but did not vest their control solely in Co=at,
the subsequent creation of new controlling entities cannot

be said to have been precluded by the Act.

Although we have not had the time to read all of the

extensive legislative history of this Act, vebelieve that

the record sufficiently reinforces this conclusion. It

is true that the legislative history is replete with stcte-
meats to the effect that the Act creates a private mono-

poly. These sttements, however, clearly reflect the ee

facto, not the de jure consequences of the Act. For e:t*Imple,

in House hearings FCC Chairman Minnow stated the universal

assumption concerning why a monopoly was being created:

tilt is generally accepted that for the foresee-
able future only one coanlercial space commtmicc-
tions c2,-stem will be technically nnd ecenomicrillv
feasible. Eeariags Before the Houce ComIrattee on
Interstate and Foreign Ga=mcree on H.R. 10115, 87th

Coag.,2d Sess., pt 2, Elt 400 (1962).



Although recognizing that at the time other systems were
not technically or economically feasible, there is clenr
evidence of legislative intent that complementary or com-
peting systems be legally permissible. Congressman Harris,
the floor manager of the bill, stated the intent of section
102(d)(47 U.S.C. f; 701(d), supra), as understood by members
of the House Committee on interstate end Foreign Commerce
•which reported the bill:

Mt was agreed that it was . not the intent of the
Congress by this Act to preclude the creation of
an additional communications system or systems
. . . 108 Cong. Rec. 7523 (May 2, 1962)1/

1/ The comDlete statement of Congressman Harris came on an
amendment to section 102(d) which he described asffollows:

Mc. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, this is anamendment sug-
gested by our distinguished Speaker of the Eouse with
Trinom I conferred on this legislation concerning two
or three matters that we tho=ht would strengthen it.
I have not had an opportunity to discuss it with the
committee, but paragraph (d) in the cenmittee bill is
a provision that was included at the outset and had
to do with reserving the right to the Government to
provide in scaditiaal system should it be determined in
the public interest. But as the Clerk read a moment
ago, it is approached in a negative way. In other words,
as originally proposed, I assume at the council level

in the administration, or somewhere along the line, I
am not sure just where, this :as a pravicion in various

proposals and the committee did not disturb it. But it

was agreed that it was not the intentef the Congress by

this act to preclude the creation of cm additiorial com-

munication satellite system or systems, and so forth. I

thought the suggestion made by our distinguished Speaker

WES very good, that we should take 4 positive rather

than a negative approach.

The amendment, therefore, is that that Congress reserve

to itself the right to provide an additional communicDtionz;
satellite system if required to meet unique governmental
needs or if otherwise required in the national interest.



More cignificantly, perhaps, the remnrks of

Senator Chum% concernin3 his successful emendment of

section 201(0)(6). A.5 criclinally introduced this provision

allowed government use of ancther satellite system only

if a unique goveramental interest co required. Section

102(d) en the other hand stated in addition to this reason,

the Congresclional intent to llow additional cystens if the

national interest so required. Sera:ter Church's 6mendoent

is clearly intended to make the sections uniform. In

explcinins; the need for his mendmant, Senator Church made

,the following significant st“ement concerning the purposes

and policies of these sections:

Mt. =CH. Mr. President, the purpose of this
amendment is to make the operative language of the

bill itself coaforrn pith one of its most im2ortcnt

decInred mirposes. Under the declaration of p3licy

and purpose of the bill, sectioa 102(6) -.cetals:

(d) It in not the intent of Congress
by this Act to preclude the use of the ew.A-
mnicc.tions satellLte system for Comestic
communicction Lervices where consistent with

the provisions of this Act nor to preclude
the creation of edditional ocmmllnicctions
satellite systems, if required to meet univues

goveramantal needs or if otherwise required

in the national interest.

The wisclom of the lcst cluse "or if other-

wise required in the nctional interest" is perfectly

appnrent. Ve cennot nc-a foretell holmUl the cor-

porate instrutlentality estnbashed by this act ,will

serve the needs of cur people. If it should develop

ault the rates chcrged are too high, or the service

too limited, so that the system is fciling to extend

to the American people the maximum benefits of the aL:w

technology, or if the Government's use of the syste:a

for Voice of America brocecasts to certain other

parts of the world prevez to be ezcessively expen-

eive for our tm:payer.30 then ccrtcinly this encblicg
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let;isletioa chould not preclude the e&tzthliGhment.-
of altcraative systeals, whether umler nrivrtc or

-Public mmlnamicnt. Anc just OE ccr=_nly is thnf-
gateway mwarlt to be 11-.(!pt opan, just in case wc
ever have to tme it, by the lanruc,'e to be found in
the bill's e;eclnrction of policycid pri7D.osa to wYcil
•I. heve referred. 108 Conc. .1"-f,c. at 16352 (Agus t 13
1962)

So far .as we have been able to determine there were no esx-
sente to this analysis.

One arowfw—t thnt Camstlt.ds bi :1171E.to aBsert ift its-
favo= fo a section 102(d) iJmalication that only crste=
which ere required to meet "unique governmental needs" ct.
requi.rer: in the -"natiorlal interest-I czn be ovrt.ed crd coler-
ntee. by othnr crtani=aticm. Sinrc e undm=to.nd fro: ye.=
memorargium tHat c-n be
ficd f.actually ca in th.c2 national 4nterest, this section ni-/ -,21f1
not be a bar to the maw systen in any event.

Even if the new system we.--e not re.0,-4,-ce. in th,. r-tionnl
interect, however, sewral c=guments can be tn-.ade to the effect
that section /02(0 war; mt interlded to be el.-7catustive bzt
merely iliustrzltive of reasous hy a nou, noia-Cc=.12,t cyst=
fa possible. For aterLDie, if thr.t. tv,1) car:Tx:47s nrevisd

vere a.r.u_encied to he c=custivcx C=a=zss Tdcsiulc: be lily to

uso the um.rd "aolely" to clarify tho scone oferceDtions.. .
In ncidtion the lezl.sintivo itoz-v:±11ch- -@7:1., have elrecy

cited, pc.,'tie.u1a,41 y Senctor CiaLtrch':.4 s--:1-cm.:4nt, ind.l.czte thc.t

other independent ytcac are possible for the broadt- of

reasons.

A third nrgumlent in this regard ir.; a r-i.1.1c of stt-1..ttry

colantruction holding that Gtatutes be construed cs ferthc:rivf

public policy rntiacr than cleroz.,t2tin3 from it. 2 J.
Statt3 St cry c 5g 1 (1et43) In

cctIon, section 1C2(c) crxtes tilnt ectivities of Ca=ct

"chall be cencisteat vith the Federal antitrt:st. L:7;al." 47

U.S.C. E 701(c)(170). Thc ici.,ialative history Cis° ineiaatc3

St:thcrland
c



that-ant#rust.policies were cot overriden by this Act.
Since the' ConzreGs has repezltedly, in this vtetute. .enki else-

where, indic&ted a pahlic policyculinst m-xlepoly citeatioi12,

we believe thz3t Comsct hnn a heavy burden tz.4 prove thnt

section 102(d) i1ies n intcnt to t.recluda the ectally-liEh-

meat cf an intlepea6ent &ir trzffic control eystem.

nrr=t.T izr.I.7.11-7177;

As we understand it, Cost  has been designntd

the United Statee erNerni-inz entity for the alternation-0
Te/ecammun;_cztion Satellite Co-r*ortium, IKTIMSAT. Since

1964k this orgnnizetiorz has beert toyer:led by tha Agreement
Eztealiching ratcrim trrcIngements tor a Giobni Commen-.J..z.71
Com=amications Sctell-;tc Slr,st=, 15 U„S.T. 17,5 

, -7 A

Ect. 5646 (u 2O 1 64).

In eralmirang this z-ind zubsequent elwcuttvc remtz

hnvc no icac,vereet cr,.7 eznresa provicica that vv.:ad

grant C4-,ctsc nn c leciv =ly over the pro sec cir

trnfac contrcl nystem. Although ve do not have the

vantage cg the entonsive iegisiitivchiztory thee w1.--5
.availzble =e-„arditag the 1&62 Lct,othar c=triasia evieeace

zeinf=ces the ema1l:sic:2 that Cc.1-.=t was not intentfied

have cl-giopoly by the terma of the interim As=e-raent.

The Interim izreczent was signed ct the initictive

of the. United Stz.ten, tw:a y6trs Etter the 19G2 A.t. It

ic elecr that InamsAT is thv. outgrowth of the Acts eiirev.-

tive to the Frcuident to "inapt.° that timely arrangement.s

. are mnde under which there can be foreign participa=ron in

the eStabilf.,:iimorit ;and use of carratmiccticra.s satellite,! y

tem." 47 U.S.C. 721(c)(5)(1970). The IETZLSLT vItievicions

=ash completely with tItosE: of the earlier Act. For

the preamble ,Gtates tho aellire to estnblich cinzle gln17i:d

commercial communications batellite rystem." 15 U.S.T.

1705. The usa of the sinvulnr i, siLaificantly, the r.ealz.

as in the 1962 Act. .•

Aft 7 4111101
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In such circumstances, a rule of statutory construc-
tion requires statutes in or_ri materia be construed tozether.
This permits the reasonable assumption that the intentions
of both the Act and the Agreements are the same, since we
have concluded that the Act does not preclude additional sys-
tems, the Arrreement should not preclude them either.

_Another rule of statutory construction requires that
the practical interpretation of persons working pursuant to
the terms of a particular provision be given consideration.
In this connection it is significant that to date IETZLW-T
has never provided navigation or public communication services
to ships or aircraft.

As noted, the Interim It^reement went into effect In
1964. A permanent agreement to supersede that Agreement Was
approved by MrTa.SAT members on May 21, 1971, and has been
signed by the United States. It will probably have the
requisite nt=ber of cignatu_res by early 1972. This permanent
agreement, together with stzI.tements by the United States
interpreting INTELSAT not encomassing the air traffic
control system can serve to indicate the intended construc-
tion of the executive agreements.

Article III(a) of the new Arent states that the
prime objective of tho organization is in "international pub-
lic telecommunications services." Other provisions of this
Article permit IrTELSAT to include domr.-.sticL-public tele-
communications and specialized co=unicEtians only if they
do not impair the ability of INTTLSAT to achieve its prime
objective. Thus, the Liu-cement clearly indicates that. no
monopoly on telecommunications systems was intended, at
least in these other areas.

Even if we assume that INTELSAT does have a monopoly
for "international public telecommunications services," an
assumption not warranted by express proNisions of the Agree-

See 2 J. Sutherland, Statutes and Statutory Construction
••••••• • •••=...r.....••

§ § 
5201-11 (1643).

•



mont, there criseg c factual quectivn of whethc= the air
traifie.ecatzol EyEitem constitutes such i ervicc. Articic
1(k) indicates that the proposed syaLem is not such a ECZ-
vice:

"Public telecouricctions tervicect"
means fixed or mobile telecommunications services
which crtn be provided by satellite and which are
evmilable for age by the publics such s tcle;)hony,
taagraphy, teie, facnLmile, da trannmiFsio.
tronsmizsion of radio cad televicion vrogrems be-
tween. epproved ecrth stctions having access to tiae
INTEL= )E for 8.4...,gmz=t for further transm- sion to
the public, zInd lesscl circuits for any of these
purposen; but exciudill those mo-wile cervLces of n_
tvpe r Icä timer_ic Intc=i1 icta.,,T;ent en:A
the Sneciai 1,_1=eellent nricr to tile OD-allitv7, for

. ,.. .. -,EiMnturr, O 4..
Ll_t r ..., A7rc±ene,-. -- 

• . .
,...t.• tr• A.r. .: -• . -.....1.  g........ ../ J.. .1.... %. '44 T.- '.. •

!FA. +.411,71w.•••••....••Mr
.. .. 

...••••••••-w..••••••• _.
.. • .-

t 1-, ..1 ..,. 1 frs- i 3 r-0,--r -i 1,-. e,•,-- •n• 4.4 .- ed • , e ,,,,,. -sq....-. c- -- T. ,--:- ..-- -: -0- •-• :,, 1-•- ....i.-   -- .
sctte 'i,:c..t ir, o1-1-ccl, in ,-._:- f.,-,-7,7 :LT:t tlrirl-. - t--
to cvicticla o r.t:-J.:;2 rnrA_____ _______ ...
sis added).

The clear impact cf this provician is two-old: (1) thc
New Agree=nt expreszly AmcimIctl 4n cir traffic contrcl rya-
tem and (2) the Interim il,,zree-Jlent, es inte1.7:reted in thf,..:;
provisica diAl not cover tae proposed clztem.

- In coaclusicns our ret;etrch indicates Cact substantic.l
nrguments oca be ma6c for the propozition that neither tilt!
19G2 Act nor no IUTLLUT ksreements vere iateneed to Emnt
Ca-alszt com-pletely monopoly over ail future tcleccr=mic.a-
tioaG satellite ey.7,tems. vould cc,utien thct thic cazn.,Ite
u111 likely arise at a Inter time whan the Federal Co_mm=i-
catiomas Commission vill be required to make e serate 1cr:n1
inquiry In connection with coy licensin,s proceedingc for th,2:
new ustem. By that time Co=at and cny othex interested orEan-
-ization pre5umablyivill have cleveloped complete legal crgtments
in cupport of a contrary coaclesian.

Sincerely,

Villicm U. Rehnquict
Assictant Attorney General
Office of Lesni Ccrunr.el



REMEMBER

1) In any rerun question--don't lead off with, and

in any event, minimize discussion of the employment

problem.

2) You didn't invent the problem of network dominance--

mid& strong language about them goes back to 1941 and

FCC's chain broadcasting rules; continues to late 50's

when formal network inquiries initiated--including

Congressional oversight--this led to FCC's Office of

Network Study and eventually to Westinghouse's 50-50

proposal and to the PTAR.

3) Don't refer to any OLC letter onTI's authority to

ceS
make appointments to CPB Board--give as our opinion that

he has this implied authority from Public Broadcasting

Act of 1967I '4.5 14,,cdevigt:

4) In any area, like newspersons privileges, that isn't

particularly in our area demur to this effect and give

a brief answer; they probably won't push into details

after this.

5) Why don't we file like others?

a) Golly Senator--it always struck me as a bit un-

semmly to have the President liAp up with other petitioners

and claimants before a regulatory agency; and

b) In any event, FCC never expressed any need for

OTP to do so.


